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PREFACE

This review is an attempt to summarize the present state of knowledge of the process by which a seismic wave is generated by an underground explosion. An attempt has been made to start with the highly compressed volume of gas formed at the completion of detonation and proceed step by step to the seismic signal. Research investigators in this field will recognize immediately that there are gaps in our knowledge about critical parts of this process that must be bridged by reasonable assumptions about material behavior.

The author is a seismologist, and this report is directed primarily to other seismologists. For this reason, experts in shock-wave physics may find that the sections on the highly stressed region around the explosion contain too much detailed discussion of fundamental principles, without a corresponding coverage in the sections on elastic waves.
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THE GENERATION OF THE PRIMARY SEISMIC SIGNAL
BY A CONTAINED EXPLOSION

ABSTRACT

In order to analyze the mechanism by which buried explosions generate seismic waves, the region around the detonation is divided into three zones: (1) a strong-shock (hydrodynamic) zone, (2) a transitional, nonlinear zone, and (3) the elastic region. Experimental equation-of-state data are used in calculating the history of the propagating stress wave, because there is as yet no complete theory of the response of solids to rapidly applied stresses which exceed their yield and crushing strengths. Results indicate that the proper equations of motion are known, as are analytic and numerical methods for solving them. The theory of shock waves in a fluid is applicable to the close-in region, and several failure mechanisms have been postulated for the transition region.

The objective of the analysis is the determination of the stress waveform at the inner boundary of elastic behavior. The peak amplitude and spectral content depend on the yield, the type of medium, and the ambient stress (depth of burial). The experimental determination of the shortest range at which elastic behavior begins is difficult in principle, because solutions valid at great distances are not applicable.

Experimental determinations of the amplitude-yield relationship must take into account (1) the combined effect of the shift of the spectral peak to lower frequencies as the yield increases and (2) the low-pass filtering properties of the earth. Empirical studies of the effect of the shot-point medium are influenced by the properties of the explosive material. The effect of source depth is difficult to isolate because in most test sites the medium changes with depth.

INTRODUCTION

Of the three physical processes involved in seismic exploration, namely the initiation of the seismic waves, their propagation, reflection, refraction, and dispersion, and the recording of some function of the motion of the surface, we possess the least satisfactory understanding of the initiation process.

J. A. Sharpe, 1942

An assumption underlies the entire research program on the identification of underground nuclear explosions by the seismic signal recorded at suitably placed stations; that is, such explosions represent sources having unique properties which are adequate to distinguish them from
all other seismic sources. The discovery of these properties will permit the establishment of criteria for deciding that a particular seismogram or set of seismograms could have been produced only by an explosion.

The theory of wave propagation in the earth has progressed to the point where it would be possible to compute the seismogram resulting from an input of known form at the source, given the detailed properties of the geologic structure between a seismic source and observing point, and the response characteristics of the seismograph. Theoretical seismograms for simplified structures are being computed for a number of applications. Of course, not enough is known of the constitution of the crust or mantle to make this possible at present, but ambitious research efforts now in progress promise to yield the required data eventually.

An excellent example of current ability to derive a particular wave on the seismogram from a detonation of known yield is offered by the computation of Pn arrivals for three nuclear explosions by Werth et al. [1]. Their methods and results indicate both the potential of the analytic tools available and the severe limitations of the data available to perform the computations.

The progress that has been made in the computation of theoretical seismograms makes the question of the properties of the source a pressing one, for we are asking, "What should be the input to our computation?"

All efforts to answer this question have begun by surrounding the source with a sphere with a radius large enough that all processes outside of this sphere can be described by infinitesimal strain theory, either elastic or allowing for frictional losses. Then the question becomes one of the proper loading (or set of stresses) to distribute over this surface to represent the output of the explosion in the form of seismic energy.

This report will summarize present knowledge of the seismic loading from a contained explosion. Of particular interest are the effects on the resulting signal of the yield of the explosive device, the medium in which it is buried, and the depth below the earth's surface. Because small- and large-scale geologic factors, which are not an intrinsic part of the wave-generating process, influence the character of the signal profoundly even at moderate distances, only the close-in effects will be considered—that is, effects at the shortest ranges at which the signal is carried by elastic waves. For example, Adams et al. [2] have found (at the Nevada Test Site) that inhomogeneities in the medium seriously disturb measurements of ground motion at scaled ranges beyond 800 to 1000 feet.\footnote{Scaled range = range/(W(kilotons))^{1/3}; see the appendix for discussion of scaling.}
A great deal of important work on close-in effects of explosive sources has been done by researchers who are interested primarily in weapons effects and protective construction. For obvious reasons, much of this work has dealt with surface or air bursts. Because the loading due to the intense air blast constitutes an important part of the source mechanism for these shots, the results of this work will not be considered here. Only contained explosions are of interest here, and throughout this paper the term "explosion" will be synonymous with "contained explosion" unless otherwise indicated. Minor venting often occurs when buried explosions are detonated; an explosion will be considered contained as long as the associated air blast has a negligible effect on ground motion. Any treatment of viscous or other losses in the seismic waves during propagation is also outside the scope of this report. There are important, as representing a significant effect of the medium through which the signal travels. This discussion, however, will concern only those loss mechanisms which represent an effect of the medium in which the explosion occurs.

Until very recently, most of the work on the factors affecting the seismic output of an explosion was done by persons who were interested in the use of explosives as controlled energy sources: exploration seismologists, seismologists working with quarry- and mine-blast operations, and, to a lesser extent, demolition experts.

Seismic exploration detonation conditions pertain more closely to the underground nuclear test identification and detection problem than do quarry blasts. Even though the size of a large quarry or construction blast is somewhat closer to the scale of a nuclear explosion, the fact that the shot is always near a free face and is designed to move rock means that a quarry shot is never contained. This fact significantly alters the seismic output. Furthermore, large commercial blasts are always distributed in space and time through the delayed firing of a number of holes. For these reasons, the results of theoretical and experimental research carried out in connection with the use of explosives in exploration are of more value for this study than those based on observations of quarry blasts. However, some excellent basic work on the mechanism of rock breakage, especially that carried out by the U. S. Bureau of Mines, bears directly on the subject of this report.

Because of the differences between chemical and nuclear detonations, research based on the study of high explosives alone cannot possibly solve this problem. Consequently, only very recent or in-progress research (theoretical and experimental) on nuclear sources will aid in elucidating the wave-generating processes. Most of the important information on the behavior of earth materials in the highly stressed region around the explosion is still to be gathered. As this report was being written, an extensive series of underground explosions is in progress under the sponsorship of the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission; it is very likely that analysis of data from these
experiments will provide numerical values to be used in the theoretical results outlined here, at least for the selected materials at the test sites.

2

THE MODEL OF AN EXPLOSION AS A SEISMIC SOURCE

If it were possible to surround an explosion with a surface of known shape on which the complete stress history at each point was known as a function of the parameters describing the explosion (yield, type of explosive, medium around the charge, depth of burial), and if this surface were so chosen that only elastic processes took place outside of it, the differential equations describing elastic wave propagation could be integrated to give the ground motion at any point in the neighborhood outside this source region.

The theory of wave generation by explosions has advanced through a succession of efforts to get an increasingly accurate picture of the loading function. The earliest efforts [3, 4, 5] simply ignored the complex processes inside the hypothetical surface, and proceeded from an intelligent conjecture of the nature of the loading. This approach made it impossible to relate actual amplitudes and waveforms of ground motion, stress, or strain to the yield, but made possible a qualitative picture of the manner in which the explosion parameters affect the results to be obtained.

The next stage was to discuss qualitatively the effects of the nonlinear, irreversible region [6, 7, 8, 9]. Some early studies have been followed up by the present concerted efforts to treat in detail the processes occurring in the highly stressed region. Authorities generally agree on how to handle the "strong" shock zone immediately around a nuclear detonation; and, as mentioned above, there is no serious problem in the elastic zone. It is true that loss mechanisms at infinitesimal strains must be taken into account if the seismic waveform is to be accurately predicted [10]. The greatest uncertainty lies in the transition zone, where stresses are falling to the neighborhood of the crushing strength and then the yield strength of the medium. However, as pointed out by Fugelso [11, p. 1], the unknown factors in the identification of a seismic event as a blast lie in this region. The various approaches outlined in this report can almost be categorized by the number of subregions into which this zone of transition is divided.

Cushing and Reilly [12] suggest a useful coarse division of the zones around the shot. They refer to the close-in nonlinear region, in which shock pressure far exceeds the crushing strength and shear stresses are negligible compared to compressive stresses, and to the terminal nonlinear region, in which the shock pressures are at or above the elastic limit of the medium, and are generally comparable to the medium's crushing stress, and in which the shear strength must be considered. It is possible and desirable to define the limits of these regions quantitatively, and to further subdivide the terminal nonlinear region [13].
This report will present the theory of wave generation, starting from the immediate neighborhood of the explosion and proceeding outward. The main features of the close-in nonlinear region will be discussed first. Then the various viewpoints on the transition region will be reviewed, and finally the character of the seismic signal at the beginning of elastic-wave propagation will be described. Present knowledge of the waveform (time history) or spectrum (frequency content) of the input seismic signal will be summarized. The report will also review field data from chemical and nuclear explosions, and will present the various empirical scaling rules that have been developed, compared with the theoretical results.

The physics of the explosion itself will not be discussed. Detailed discussion of the detonation process for chemical explosions may be found in Cole [14], Cook [15], and Jones and Miller [16]. It will be assumed that the detonation results in an initial spherically symmetric intense shock front. Evidence of departures from symmetry of the seismic signal from an explosion will be discussed in Section 6.4.

3 SHOCK WAVE PROPAGATION AND THE HUGONIOT EQUATION OF STATE

3.1. THE RANKINE-HUGONIOT EQUATIONS

Stresses in the immediate vicinity of the explosion reach levels of hundreds of kilobars or megabars, and exceed the strength of any earth material enough that the rigidity is completely negligible and the phenomena may be described by treating the medium as a perfect fluid. Studies that attempt to work in detail from the explosion outward treat the shock wave as propagating in a fluid. The phenomena in this case are governed by the Rankine-Hugoniot equations for a shock wave in a fluid. These equations will be reviewed here because they are basic to much that follows. More detailed treatments of these relations may be found in works devoted to the present problem [13, 18, 20].

The Rankine-Hugoniot relationships are derived from the principles of conservation of mass, momentum, and energy across a steep front at which pressure, density, and particle velocity are discontinuous. If the shock front is advancing with a speed \( U \) into an undisturbed region of fluid in which the density is \( \rho_0 \) and the ambient pressure \( p_0 \), conservation of mass across the front requires that the particle velocity \( u \) and the density \( \rho_s \) immediately behind the front satisfy the equation \( \rho_s (U - u) = \rho_0 U \), which may be written as

\[
\frac{u}{U} = 1 - \frac{\rho_0}{\rho_s} = 1 - \frac{v}{v_0}
\]

where \( v = 1/\rho \) is the specific volume.
Conservation of momentum is used to relate the pressure jump across the front to the other parameters: \( p_s - p_o = \rho_o U^2 - \rho_s (U - u)^2 \). If \( \rho_s \) is eliminated by using Equation 1 and calling the overpressure \( p_s - p_o = p \), then

\[ p = \rho_o U u \]  

(2)

Conservation of energy requires that the work done by the pressures at the front equals the change in the total energy of the fluid. Referred to a unit mass where \( \rho_0 \) represents the initial internal energy and \( I_s - I_o \) the change at the front, the total change in energy per unit mass (internal and kinetic), assuming an adiabatic process, is \( (I_s - I_o) + \frac{1}{2} \left[ (U - u)^2 - U_s^2 \right] \). Equating this to work per unit mass, \( \frac{p_o U - p_s (U - u)}{\rho_o U} \), yields \( \frac{p_o}{\rho_o} + I_o + \frac{1}{2} U^2 = \frac{p_s}{\rho_s} + I_s + \frac{1}{2} (U - u)^2 \). This can be rewritten, using Equation 2:

\[ (I_s - I_o) + \frac{1}{2} U^2 = \frac{p_s u}{\rho_o U} \]

(3)

\[ = p_s \left( \frac{1}{\rho_o} - \frac{1}{\rho_s} \right) = p_s (v_o - v_s) \]  

(3a)

These three basic relations can be combined in various ways to obtain the desired shock parameters in terms of those that are more easily measured. The velocity of shock propagation and the particle velocity in terms of pressure and specific volume are found from Equations 1 and 2:

\[ \frac{U^2}{v_o - v_s} = \frac{p_s - p_o}{v_o - v_s} \]  

(4)

\[ u^2 = (p_s - p_o) (v_o - v_s) \]  

(5)

From Equations 5 and 3a, the change in internal energy is

\[ (I_s - I_o) = \frac{1}{2} (p_s + p_o) (v_o - v_s) \]  

(6)

Equation 6 is called the Hugoniot equation of the fluid [17]. It is the locus of all final states \( p_s, v_s \) that can be attained from an initial state \( p_o, v_o \) by passing a shock through the fluid.

The significance of the various expressions derived above can be visualized through the pressure-volume diagram in Figure 1 (see Reference 13, Figure 4.1, Reference 18, Figure 1, and Reference 19, Figure 3.3). From Equation 3a, the total energy per unit mass behind the shock is \( p_s (v_o - v_s) \), the area of the rectangle bounded by \( p = p_s, v = v_o \), and \( v = v_s \). From
Equation 5, the kinetic energy per unit mass is \( \frac{1}{2} (p'_s - p_o) (v_o - v_s) \), the area of the triangle above the line of shock compression. From Equation 6, the area of the trapezoid \( \frac{1}{2} (p_o + p_s) (v_o - v_s) \) represents the internal energy. The area under the expansion curve back to the initial state represents \( \int p \, dv \) work, and is available as potential or hydrodynamic energy which is given up during expansion. The area between the compression line and the expansion curve represents energy lost from the shock by the increase in entropy across the steep shock front. Because it is no longer available to support the propagation of the shock, this energy has been called waste heat. It appears as a final rise in the temperature of the medium [19]. Heat conduction occurs so slowly that the deposition of waste heat is permanent as far as the shock wave is concerned. For solids, and less exactly for fluids, the coefficient of thermal expansion is small enough that the final volume is close to \( v_o \) [13]. The equation of state or Hugoniot curve is, of course, a property of the material and at present is based on empirical values of \( p \) vs \( v \).
3.2. THE VARIATION OF $U$ WITH $p$ 

A useful property of shock wave propagation can be derived from Equation 4 by differentiating with respect to $p_s$:

$$\frac{dU}{dp_s} = \frac{v_0}{2} \left( \frac{p_s - p_o}{v_0 - v_s} \right) \frac{dp_s}{dv_s}$$

The quantity $\frac{dp_s}{dv_s}$ is obtained from the Hugoniot equation of state for the medium and is a function of $v_s$. The shock velocity $U$ will increase with increasing pressure as long as

$$\frac{p_s - p_o}{v_0 - v_s} < \frac{dp_s}{dv_s}$$

For all materials, both sides of the inequality as written are positive (pressure decreases with increasing specific volume), and the inequality is satisfied if the line joining the shocked state to the initial state makes a smaller angle with the negative $v$-axis than does the tangent to the equation of state at the point $(p_s', v_s')$. As shown by Rice et al. [17] and discussed by Cushing and Reily [12], if the equation of state has a cusp (as it will in any solid with a non-zero yield stress), and a somewhat greater crushing stress, there will be a region in which shock velocity increases with decreasing pressure, and in place of a stable single shock front, a two-wave structure forms. This will occur when the shock-front pressure has decayed to the neighborhood of the crushing stress of the medium in the terminal nonlinear return. The shock front velocity can become less than the velocity of the elastic compressional wave, so that an elastic precursor runs ahead of the shock front.

3.3. INTRODUCTION OF ADIABATIC LAW [13, 20]

The internal energy can be eliminated from the equation of state (Equation 6) by introducing the law for adiabatic expansion of an ideal gas. The change in internal energy of the system in going from an initial to a final state is $I_f - I_i = \int_{v_1}^{v_f} p dv$, where the integration is taken along an adiabat, $pv^\gamma = \text{const.}$. $\gamma$ = ratio of specific heats. Integrating,

$$I_f - I_i = \frac{p_f v_f - p_i v_i}{\gamma - 1}$$
Bishop takes the value of $I_s - 1$ for the adiabat connecting the ambient and shocked states and equates it, as an approximation, to the right hand side of Equation 6, obtaining

$$\left(\gamma_s - 1\right)^{-1} \left(p_s \gamma_s - p_o \gamma_o\right) = \frac{1}{2} \left(p_s + p_o\right) \left(\gamma_o - \gamma_s\right)$$

He shows that this approximation holds for strong shocks in which $p_s \gg p_o$ by obtaining for this case $\frac{p_s}{p_o} = \frac{\gamma_s + 1}{\gamma_s - 1}$, a result given by Taylor [21]. He also shows that Equation 8 is valid for very low pressures (acoustic case), by demonstrating that $\gamma_s = \frac{\gamma_o \Delta p}{p_o \Delta \rho}$, which is the differential form of the equation of the adiabat.

Therefore, there is justification for proceeding to use an "effective-average" adiabatic exponent, $\gamma_s$, in any "hydrodynamic" medium. Other authors have proceeded to use this $\gamma$ without explicitly examining the approximation involved in Equation 8. By replacing $\gamma_s$, the exponent at $p_s$, with $\gamma$, a value for states in the neighborhood of $p_s$, and using the Rankine-Hugoniot relations, several results given by Taylor are readily obtained.

First, from Equation 8,

$$\frac{p_s}{p_o} = \frac{(\gamma - 1) + (\gamma + 1) \frac{p_s}{p_o}}{(\gamma + 1) + (\gamma - 1) \frac{p_s}{p_o}}$$

Introducing $c_o^2 = \frac{\gamma p_o}{\rho_o}$ (the acoustic velocity in the undisturbed medium) and Equation 9 into Equations 4 and 5 gives

$$\frac{u^2}{c_o^2} = \frac{1}{2\gamma} \left[\gamma - 1 + (\gamma + 1) \frac{p_s}{p_o}\right]$$

$$\frac{u_s}{\gamma - 1 + (\gamma + 1) \frac{p_s}{p_o}}$$

Bishop considers a medium to be in a "hydrodynamic" state if $\gamma$ is a slowly varying function of pressure.
A shock is considered "strong" if $p_b$ is sufficiently greater than $p_o$ so that Equations 9 through 11 take the form [21]:

\[
\frac{p_b}{p_o} = \frac{\gamma + 1}{\gamma - 1} \quad (9a)
\]
\[
\frac{\mathbf{U}^2}{c_o^2} = \frac{\gamma + 1}{2\gamma} \frac{p_b}{p_o} \quad (10a)
\]
\[
u_b = \frac{2}{\gamma + 1} \quad (11a)
\]

A very useful form of the equation of state is obtained by introducing $v_h = v_o - v_b$ (the change in specific volume) and $p = p_b - p_o$ (the overpressure) into Equation 9.

Then $\frac{p_b}{p_o} = \left(1 - \frac{v_h}{v_o}\right)^{-1}$, and Equation 9 becomes:

\[
\frac{v_h}{v_o} = \frac{2\left(\frac{p_b}{p_o} - 1\right)}{(\gamma - 1) + (\gamma + 1) \frac{p_b}{p_o}} = \frac{2\left(\frac{p_b}{p_o} - 1\right)}{2\gamma (\gamma + 1) \frac{p_b}{p_o}}
\]

\[
\frac{\nu_o}{v_h} = \frac{\gamma + 1}{2} + \frac{\gamma p_o}{p} \quad (12)
\]

Bishop interprets $\gamma p_o$ as the adiabatic elastic modulus for a condensed medium, where $\gamma$ is at the ambient state. If $c_o$ is the ambient compressional wave velocity, then $\frac{\gamma p_o}{p_o} = c_o^2$, so that

\[
\gamma p_o = \rho_o c_o^2 = K_o, \text{ an elastic modulus. Therefore, Equation } 12 \text{ becomes}
\]

\[
\frac{v_o}{v_h} = \frac{1}{2} (\gamma + 1) + \frac{K_o}{p} \quad (13)
\]
Dividing through by \( \frac{p}{V_h/V_o} = 1 + 1/2 (\gamma + 1) \left( \frac{p}{K_o} \right) \) (14)

If the overpressure \( p \) is small compared to the elastic constant \( K_o \), \( v_h \) is small, and Equation 13 becomes

\[
\frac{p/K_o}{V_h/V_o} = 1, \text{ or } K_o = \frac{p}{V_h/V_o} = -\frac{\Delta v}{v}
\]

This merely confirms the interpretation of \( K_o \) as an elastic modulus, i.e., the ratio of small stress to small strain. Then, for large stress,

\[
\frac{-p}{V_h/V_o} = K_o (1 + x) = K_s
\]

where

\[
x = 1/2 (\gamma + 1) \left( \frac{p}{K_o} \right) = (K_s/K_o)^{-1}
\]

and \( K_s \) is the elastic modulus for finite strains. The quantity \( x \) is a factor to correct the infinitesimal strain modulus to a finite strain modulus, and is a function of the stress.

In notation more familiar to seismologists, \( c_o \) is the P-wave velocity, \( K_o = k + 4/3 \mu = \lambda + 2 \mu \), in which \( k \) is the bulk modulus, \( \mu \) the rigidity modulus, and \( \lambda \) is Lamé's constant. If the velocity of propagation of elastic shear waves is designated by \( c_s \), then

\[
\mu = \rho_o c_s^2, \quad K_o = \mu \left( \frac{c_o}{c_s} \right)^2, \quad K_o = 1 - \frac{4}{3} \mu = 1 - \frac{4}{3} \left( \frac{c_s}{c_o} \right)^2
\]

From Equations 1 and 2, Equation 13 becomes

\[
1/2 (\gamma + 1) = \left( \frac{U}{u} \right) - c_o^2 (\mu U)^{-1}
\]

\( \gamma \) can then be determined from the experimental propagation data, \( U, u, \) and \( c_o \). From Equations 16 and 17, another form for \( x \) is

\[
x = \frac{\mu U}{c_o^2} - 1.
\]

Following Bishop, we shall use the value of \( x \) to describe the regime in which the processes are taking place; i.e., when \( x \) is very large, the shock is strong, and when \( x \) is very small, the behavior is elastic. Thus transitional states can be specified for a given medium by values of \( x \).
if observational data are available. If overpressure is used to specify the regime, Equation 12 can be expressed as

\[
\frac{p}{p_0} = \left( \frac{c_0}{c} \right)^{\frac{\gamma}{\gamma + 1}} \left( \frac{U}{U_0} \right)^{\frac{2\gamma}{(\gamma + 1)}} = 2\gamma x
\]

(18)

Bishop has assembled values for \( \gamma \), based on Equation 17, for various media from data collected by several investigators. These values are presented in Table 1.

For \( x \) greater than 1, \( \gamma \) is generally found to be a slowly varying function of \( p \) and, from Equation 18, overpressure varies linearly with \( x \).

The equations of state for tuff and halite, taken from Bishop, are shown in Figures 2 and 3. These summarize his analysis, and will be discussed in detail below. On these figures \( p_1 = p_0 \), the ambient pressure.

### TABLE 1. ADIABATIC EXPONENTS FOR SOME GEOLOGIC MATERIALS AND FOR WATER [13]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Density ( \rho_0 )</th>
<th>Adiabatic Exponent ( \gamma )</th>
<th>Acoustic Velocity ( c_0 )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Granite and Basalt</td>
<td>2.67 (gm/cm³)</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>4.9 (km/sec)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Halite</td>
<td>2.15</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>4.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wet tuff</td>
<td>1.85</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>2.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dry tuff</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>2.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alluvium</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>1.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td>( p = 30 \text{ kb} )</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td>( p = 100 \text{ kb} )</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td>( p = 400 \text{ kb} )</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FIGURE 2. EQUATION OF STATE FOR HALITE ($P_1 = P_0 = 50$ bars) (After Bishop)
FIGURE 3. EQUATION OF STATE FOR VOLCANIC TUFF \( p_1 = p_0 = 50 \) bars (After Bishop)
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THE STRONG SHOCK REGION

According to the qualitative classification of Cushing and Reilly [12], the close-in nonlinear region is that in which a hydrodynamic shock-wave analysis is valid. As stated above, this requires that shock pressures greatly exceed crushing pressure and that shear stresses be negligible. The formidable task of determining the thermodynamic properties of the strongly shocked material must then be accomplished. The objective, from the viewpoint of this report, is to determine where the transition to the terminal nonlinear region occurs and how much energy remains in the shock wave at that radius [22, p. 75].

The Rankine-Hugoniot equation of state is required for the medium; at present, this information is primarily empirical. The equation-of-state work on metals gives useful insight into the problem, but little has been done on porous materials. The work of Chaszeyka [22] and Chaszeyka and Porzel [18] seems to be the best available on materials resembling earth materials: work is in progress, however, by Fugelso [11] and Bishop [13].

Fugelso points out that, owing to the characteristics of earth materials (i.e., inhomogeneity, complex mineralogical structure, porosity, and small-scale structural defects), there is no hope of finding an analytic equation of state to fit the experimental data over the entire range of interest.

Bishop defines the hydrodynamic region as that in which the effective adiabatic exponent \( \gamma \) varies slowly with pressure. The lower limit of the hydrodynamic range is a critical pressure at which crushing ends and hydrodynamic flow begins. Because this pressure falls in a region of plastic flow, it is somewhat indeterminate. Bishop approximates this critical value \( p_H \), the hydrodynamic termination pressure, with a value \( p_2 \) which corresponds to a value of \( x = x_2 = 0.5 \). For \( p > p_2 \), the \( x - p \) curve (see Figures 2 and 3) is almost a straight line (\( \gamma = \) constant), except for values close to \( p_2 \), where a transition zone of large plastic deformations occurs.

A shock is then defined as being "strong" initially if \( x > 100 \) for any radial distance. This occurs for nuclear explosions, but never for chemical detonations. Figure 3 shows that \( x = 100 \) for tuff at about 1.5 megabars.

Porzel [19] maintains that the waste heat is the controlling mechanism for a well contained spherically symmetric explosion, such as the RAINIER event. This viewpoint is supported by analysis of soil-like mixtures of air and solid particles [18, 22]. Waste heat was defined above as heat which remains in the material after it expands adiabatically back to the ambient pressure following the passage of the shock wave. Chaszeyka has shown [22] that for even small amounts of air included in the soil or rock-like material, virtually all of the energy of shock compression goes into waste heat.
For all materials, there is some pressure value high enough to heat and vaporize the material irreversibly, and leave it in a gaseous state even after expansion to the ambient pressure. All of the material inside the shock radius corresponding to this "vaporization pressure" becomes part of the cavity. For very strong shocks, there will be energy in the waste-heat part of the p-v diagram in excess of that required to vaporize the material; this will appear as superheat in the gas. Since this energy is available by expansion of the gas, it is not part of the waste heat defined above. Thus, for pressures far in excess of the vaporization pressure, all materials are good transmitters of shock energy [19]. Nuckolls [23] used a value of 1.0 megabar as the peak shock pressure required to deposit enough heat to vaporize the tuff in his calculation of the phenomena associated with the RAinJER event.

Bishop handles the question of the energy available to the shock at any radius by defining an "effective shell thickness." The concept is based on the fact that a spherical shell carrying some fraction of the original energy of the explosion eventually breaks away from the hot gas core, and once this has happened, no energy to support the shock can be received from the core. In the strong shock region with which the discussion is presently concerned, the shell is still in complete contact with the core.

Peet [24, p. 528] points out that Sharpe's calculations of the seismic signal from a spherical cavity show that the shape of the radial pressure profile away from the front has only a minor effect on the results. Both theory and observations indicate that the total pulse duration is short in the close-in region [23]. Basic communication theory asserts that if 100 cps is taken as the upper limit of useful energy for seismic observations, the record of the seismic signal from a pulse shorter than 0.01 second can reveal nothing about the wave shape or spectral content of the input [12, 23]. Therefore, no recoverable information is lost if the shock energy in the source region is considered to be confined to a thin shell.

The effective thickness of the shell is defined as having a volume equal to the total energy in the shock divided by the energy per unit volume at the shock front, taken to be the kinetic energy portion of Figure 1. The thickness, \( y \), of this shell in the strong shock region is given by Bishop [13, p. 48]:

\[
\left[ 1 - \frac{\frac{\gamma}{R}}{\frac{\gamma}{R}} + \frac{1}{3} \left( \frac{\gamma}{R} \right)^2 \right] \frac{\gamma}{R} = \int_0^1 \left( \frac{\partial}{\partial \gamma} \right) \left( \frac{\gamma}{R} \right) \eta^2 d\eta
\]

(19)

In which the subscript \( f \) refers to the shock front

\( \eta = \frac{r}{R} \)
and \( R \) is the radius of the front. The radial profile of density \( \rho \) and particle velocity \( u \) must be known to apply this relationship.

In the case of a TNT detonation wave, \( \gamma/R = 0.064 \), which means that most of the kinetic energy is confined to a shell bounded by the front and an inner radius only 6.4% smaller than the radius of the front.

Taylor's theory of strong shocks [21] provides the required radial variation of \( \rho \) and \( u \). These profiles are a function of \( \gamma \), the adiabatic exponent. The shell thickness is then only a function of \( \gamma \), which, of course, is a property of the medium.

The analysis for the strong shock and hydrodynamic regions will be summarized on the basis of Bishop's procedure. After a nuclear explosion, there will be an initial zone in which the parameter \( x \geq 100 \). Taylor's theory of very intense shocks gives the following equations:

\[

\nu_1 = 2(\gamma + 1)^{-1} \rho_0 c_0^2 x_1 \quad (20)
\]

\[

R_1 = \left[ p_1^{-1} W_1 B(\gamma) \right]^{1/3} 
\quad (21)
\]

where \( p_1 \) is the shock front pressure for \( x_1 \geq 100 \) and \( R_1 \) is the radius of the front for this pressure. \( W_1 \) is the explosion energy release, and \( B(\gamma) \) is a function of \( \gamma \) graphed in Figure 4. \( \gamma \) is calculated from Equation 17.

![Figure 4. Relative Shock Pressure vs. Adiabatic Exponent (After Bishop)](image-url)
As the pressure falls below the "strong shock" level (in the sense that Taylor's equations no longer give good results), but is still hydrodynamic ($p_s > p_2$), the following equations may be used to follow the shock history:

$$p = p_1 \left( \frac{x}{x_1} \right)$$

$$3 \log \left( \frac{R}{R_1} \right) = \log \frac{x_1}{x} + (2b^{-1} - 1) \log \left( \frac{1 + b}{1 + \frac{b}{x_1}} \right)$$

where $p$ = overpressure at radius $R$ in the hydrodynamic range, and $b$ = a heat loss parameter given by

$$b = \frac{1}{3} (2 + q_\alpha)$$

where

$$q_\alpha = 0.4z_1 (1 + x_m) \left[ 1 - 1.82(1 + \gamma) \right]^{-1}$$

The plastic flow limit, $x_m$, is determined from experimental Hugoniot data as the smallest value of $x$ for which the log $x$ - log $p$ graph is a straight line (for tuff this value is about 3.5; see Figure 3); $z = \frac{R}{y}$ is the ratio of shock front radius to effective shell thickness, given in Figure 5, and $z_1$ is the value at $R_1$.

---

**FIGURE 5. SHELL THICKNESS VS. ADIABATIC EXPONENT (After Bishop)**
The shell thickness ratio in the hydrodynamic region is given by

\[
3 \log \left( \frac{Z}{Z_1} \right) = \left[ (b - 1)^{-1} \log \left( \frac{1 + \frac{1}{x}}{1 + \frac{1}{x_1}} \right) + 2b^{-1} - (u - 1)^{-1} \right] \log \left[ \frac{1 + \frac{b}{x}}{1 + \frac{b}{x_1}} \right]
\]  

Chaszeyka [22] describes the behavior of an aggregate of silica beads and air intended to simulate some actual earth materials under strong shock conditions. When a shock passes through an aggregate, the solid particles undergo compression, bending, and shear. When sizable voids exist in the aggregate, the compression of the included air causes the temperature of the mixture to increase beyond that which would occur if a uniform sample of the solid were shocked. The resulting thermal stresses in the solid add to the destructive effect of the shock on the solid component. The result is that the aggregate crushes down to its solid fraction at a pressure that is low compared to its static crushing pressure.

Even though the shock propagates faster in a gas than a solid, the braking effect of the surrounding solid tends to hold back the shock through the air, resulting in an essentially uniform shock front.

The heat-transfer process from the compressed air to the solid particles is complex. In developing the Rankine-Hugoniot equation of state for the aggregate, Chaszeyka assumes that as the particles are crushed down (filling the voids), they break up into very small fragments which are thoroughly intermixed with the air so that temperature equilibrium occurs in about one microsecond. His equation of state will not be repeated here, but the resulting cycle for a strong shock is shown in Figure 6. The equation of state is derived by shocking the air and the aggregate to the peak pressure, and then letting them reach an equilibrium temperature.

Results of an earlier study of equations of state and blast-wave properties by Chaszeyka and Porzel [18] are shown in Figures 7 through 10. The materials selected were two types of tuff, sand, clay, sandstone, granite, and ice. The overpressure-distance curves are for a 1-kt explosion.

This discussion requires an additional note on chemical explosions in solids. The shock is never strong (in the quantitative sense of \( x > 100 \) [13, p. 128]), and it is known [22, p. 35-54] that shock waves from nuclear explosions do not scale directly to those produced by chemical explosions. Bishop explains how the initial shell thickness ratio, \( x_1 \), at the boundary between the detonation wave in the explosion and the medium can be calculated in terms of the detonation velocity in the explosive and the pressure at the boundary between explosive and medium. This input pressure may not be great enough to make the process hydrodynamic; if it is high enough,
however, then it is a straightforward calculation to use the value of \( z_1 \) to get the other input quantities needed to apply Equations 22 through 25 for the hydrodynamic region. If it is not, the values are used as input to the equations in the crushing and cracking zone to be developed in the next section.

Brode [26] provides a complete example of the calculation of the pressures on the wall of a cavity enclosing a chemical explosion. His calculations indicate that the cavity pressure is affected by the loading density of the explosive, the equation of state of the explosion products, the presence of air in the cavity, and the details of the detonation of the explosive material. It is of greatest importance to the present discussion that he was able to calculate cavity pressures which, when used as inputs to the calculation of elastic waves [27], gave results agreeing closely with observed values.

Nicholls [28] has also done recent work on the manner in which the properties of the explosive affect the energy appearing in the form of seismic waves. He concludes that the maximum seismic energy is generated when the characteristic impedance of the explosive (product of loading density and detonation velocity) is equal to the impedance of the medium (product of density and compressional wave velocity).

All investigators agree that progress in the analysis of strong shocks depends on additional experimental data on the behavior of earth materials at the pressures involved. As we have seen, the pressure-vs.-specific-volume curve over the entire range of pressures from ambient to the highest value of peak shock pressure enters into the calculation of the response of the medium.

Cushing and Relly [12] point out the fact that available data are based on: (1) static tests, (2) dynamic tests using small amplitude elastic waves, and (3) dynamic tests using shock waves. Consequently, there is a lack of information about the behavior of soils and rocks at pressures in the neighborhood of the crushing strength. The result is that the response in the terminal nonlinear region (discussed in the following section) is the greatest source of uncertainty in the sequence of events from the explosion to the seismic signal.
FIGURE 6. PRESSURE-VOLUME CURVE: SILICA-AIR (After Chaszeyka)
FIGURE 7. PRESSURE-VOLUME CURVE FOR TUFFS (After Chaszeyka and Porzel)
FIGURE 8. PEAK OVERPRESSURE VS. DISTANCE FOR TUFFS (1 kiloton yield)
(After Chaseyka and Porzel)
FIGURE 9. PRESSURE-VOLUME CURVES FOR VARIOUS MATERIALS (After Chaszeyka and Porzel)
FIGURE 10. PEAK OVERPRESSURE VS. DISTANCE FOR VARIOUS MATERIALS (1 kiloton yield) (After Chasseyka and Porcel)
THE TERMINAL NONLINEAR REGION: THE TRANSITION FROM A SHOCK
WAVE TO AN ELASTIC WAVE

In the region discussed here, the material no longer behaves hydrodynamically because the
shear strength cannot be neglected, but the stresses still exceed the elastic limit. The processes
taking place in this region hold the key to many of the most important questions within the scope
of this report. The actual transition from a shock wave to a seismic wave occurs at an overpres-
sure less than the crushing strength of the medium. The limits of this region of transition and
the characteristics of shock propagation within it are controlled by the crushing stress, the yield
stress, and the elastic limit. These properties may be the best parameters to use in describing
quantitatively the effect of the medium on the seismic output of an explosion. Furthermore, the
entire pressure-volume curve for the pressure range corresponding to the zone of transition will
determine the waste heat deposited in it, and thereby determine the energy available to the seis-
mic waves. Many investigators retain the term "pressure" for this region, using it synonymously
with "mean stress," one third the sum of the principal stresses.

It was stated above that there is no hope of recovering information on the short-duration
pulse in the initial shock from seismic waves with the periods usually observed. If there are
processes which tend to lengthen the pulse, however, they must occur in this zone of transition,
and it may be possible to deduce the character of the pulse at the output of this region from the
recorded elastic waves [12]. This pulse lengthening is not an apparent increase in the predomi-
nant period because of selective transmission of low frequencies by the earth.

The pressure range of interest here is almost unexplored both theoretically and experi-
mentally, except for work on metals [13, p. 69]. Theoretical analyses of waves in this region
are very difficult and have been approached through the application of theories of plastic flow,
fracture, and compaction.

The significance of this region's existence has long been recognized by exploration seismol-
gists, but apparently no workers in this field have seriously attempted to determine the effects
quantitatively. Clewell and Simon [29] recognized that the rise time of the input seismic signal
is very much lengthened relative to the detonation pulse from a high explosive because of inelastic
processes in this region. The result is a limitation on the power of reflected waves to resolve
thin beds in the sedimentary section.

Morris [6] also discusses the types of effects to be expected in this region. He recognizes
that earth materials are much weaker in tension than in compression, and points out that the
growth of cracks will accompany tensile stresses and that energy from the compressive shock
will be required to replace the strain energy released through cracking. He also indicates the
change in pulse shape to be expected because large stresses undergo greater attenuation than small ones in many earth media.

This last point is made clear by an examination of the dynamic stress-strain curve for silty clay, Figure 11 [30]. Because the unloading curve is almost vertical, considerable compaction results from a stress cycle. The area between the loading and unloading curves represents energy lost from the stress wave. Lampson [30] comments that large stresses not only undergo greater attenuation, but also propagate with a lower velocity, so that the waveform is spread out in time and diminished in amplitude. The seismic wave velocity ordinarily observed is determined by the slope of the curve for very low stresses.

Peet, in discussing seismic waves from a shock, assumes an abrupt transition from a hydrodynamic region to elastic behavior [24]. He states that the nonlinear effects may be confined to a small region between the two zones, or the region may scale with charge weight in the same way the shock wave region does, so that his model of the source does not change. The boundary between the two types of behavior is specified in terms of "a certain yield stress," and is not further defined. Peet's results will be discussed in more detail in the section on elastic wave propagation.

Aoki [10] has obtained expressions for the seismic waves generated in this region and for the waveform at its termination. His analysis is based on Tresca's yield condition for plastic flow [31]. He defines a plastic wave as any kind of wave with a propagation velocity less than an elastic wave. But since these intermediate stress level phenomena may propagate in the form
of cracks produced by brittle fracture, Aoki states that the term "fracture wave" may be more appropriate than "plastic wave." He considers the cases of waves traveling behind the elastic wave with speeds given by \((k/p)^{1/2}\) and \((\mu/p)^{1/2}\), where \(k\) and \(\mu\) are the incompressibility and rigidity, respectively. In either case, an elastic precursor runs ahead of the main shock, and as the pressure decreases, the two merge to form the elastic pulse.

Cushing and Reily [12] have established an elastic-plastic static model using a procedure very similar to Aoki's. They do, however, devote more attention to the equation of state in the region. They have also started work on a dynamic model in which the previous stress-strain history of the medium is taken into account, and have set up a statistical model of a porous medium.

Zvolinskii [52] assumes a medium in which there is an abrupt change from linear elastic behavior to an incompressible compacted state. Since plastic flow in the compacted state is irreversible, he proposes a model in which the plastic work is proportional to the change in the greatest shear, with the proportionality constant depending on the mean stress. Essentially, he generalizes the work of Aoki and Cushing and Reily by using a more general yield condition, in which the difference between the maximum compressional and tensile stresses is a function of the mean stress rather than a constant. He is one of several authors who model this region by allowing the material to crush to an incompressible state.

Haskell [33] has also developed a static theory for the transition zone, using an incoherent granular aggregate rather than a plastic as a model of the material. Then the stress in the zone of failure is determined by the Coulomb-Mohr-Coulomb [31] instead of a Tresca or von Mises yield condition. Haskell compares his final results with data from chemical explosions in halite and from the RAINIER event. He finds that he can match the data to his theory, but to do so he must use values for the internal friction parameter that are much lower than those obtained from compression tests on unconsolidated materials. He suggests that plastic flow and fracturing both may occur in the zone, giving this result.

Fugelso [11] points out several shortcomings of any application of present plastic deformation theories to cases in which the loads are applied very rapidly, or for a very short time. The inherent difficulties in developing a theory of dynamic plastic deformation result from the nonlinearity of the equations and the fact that the stress-strain curve itself is a function of the loading rate. Fugelso has developed a theory of plastic deformation based on the theory of dislocations within a crystalline body, and applied it to the problem of impact loading of a rod, combining the effects of elastic distortion and the movement of dislocations.
Fugelso's conclusions include the following:

1. The deformation resulting from the arrival of the stress wave occurs in two steps: an instantaneous elastic deformation and a time-dependent plastic deformation.

2. The elastic wave propagates as a distinct wave, but there is no distinct plastic wave.

3. The stress-strain curve for any material is not unique, but is dependent on the strain rate and the duration and magnitude of the stress.

In view of the work done also by Aoki and Zvolinskii (above), the conclusion reached here is important: that the solution gives no forward-propagating wave that moves with a velocity lower than that of the elastic compressional wave. The solution is valid, of course, only for the one type of nonelastic deformation mechanism assumed. Fugelso states that his model is intended for crystalline bodies, and soils are specifically mentioned among materials for which more complicated mechanisms may be involved.

An examination of the pressure-volume diagram for a soil-like material (see Figure 12) in terms of Equation 4 indicates part of the reason for the complicated nature of the transitional processes [12, 17, 19]. The velocity of shock propagation is proportional to square root of \((p - p_0)/(v_0 - v)\). The linear portion of the pressure-volume curve, with \(p_e\) as the elastic limit, fixes a slope which divides the curve into two parts. For a pressure \(p_1\), \((p_1 - p_0)/(v_0 - v) > (p_e - p_0)/(v_0 - v_1)\), the shock is "supersesismic," and the conditions for a single stable shock are satisfied [17]. However, for a pressure \(p_2\) below the intersection of the elastic portion (extended) with the pressure-volume curve, the inequality is reversed and the shock breaks up into a two-wave structure. Figure 13, taken from Cushin and Relly [12, p.161], shows the radial profile of the resulting pressure pulse. The arrival of the front, traveling at the seismic compressional-wave velocity, is accompanied by a steep rise in stress to the elastic limit. The pressure then increases gradually to an intermediate value, \(p_1\), determined by the tangent to the equation-of-state curve through \(p_2, v_2\). Relative to the \(p_1, v_1\) state, conditions for a stable shock exist, so that the steep rise to the peak pressure \(p_2\) occurs.

Some important consequences of this behavior are (1) a zone for which the peak stress is well above the crushing strength, but for which the peak stress moves subseismically, so that elastic precursors result; and (2) a mechanism for lengthening the pulse in time. A computed pressure-time history for a point in the transition zone of the RAINIER event is seen in Figure 14 [23].

Chazeyka [22] conducted a systematic investigation of the first stages of the transition process both in hard, low-porosity material, and in dry, unconsolidated, noncohesive soils, such
FIGURE 12. TYPICAL PRESSURE-VOLUME CURVE

FIGURE 13. PRESSURE-DISTANCE WAVE SHAPE FOR NON-SIMPLE SHOCK CONDITIONS (After Cushing and Reilly)
as dry sand. His study partially supports the assumption made by Peet: nonelastic processes do not greatly affect the generation of seismic waves in the case of a porous, sandy-type soil. For a granite-like rock, however, a seismic wave of considerable amplitude is generated when the pressure in the shock front is at or above the crushing strength. The zone of crushing and compaction is examined in this work.

For a solid which is malleable and nearly isotropic and has a negligible air content, the shock weakens through gradual decrease of the deformation until it becomes an elastic wave. The transition is not sharp. If the solid is porous or if it is equivalent to an aggregate of solid particles and air, the propagation changes considerably during the transition.

A porous, aggregate-type medium will have a lower crushing limit, p_{cl}', at which the solid grains must begin to fracture, and an upper crushing limit, p_{cu}' at which the interstices are filled with crushed material (see Figure 15). If hydrodynamic behavior is defined as occurring above the crushing strength, the transition begins near p_{cu}'. Between p_{cu}' and p_{cl}' is a region of invariant reduced volume (Chaszyka's terminology), or compaction. The pressure in the shock drops from p_{cu}' because of thermal losses and work on the medium. At a pressure p_c between the two crushing limits, the volume is reduced to a fixed value v_c'. This behavior is indicated by the vertical dashed lines on Figure 15. The transition from compacting to plastic behavior...
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FIGURE 15. TRANSITION REGIONS (After Chaszykn)
occurs near $p_{cl}$; the final transition to a seismic pulse occurs at an overpressure below the limit for plastic flow.

The solid particles are compressed during the compacting process, but the change in volume from this cause is negligible compared to that arising from fracturing of the grains. The air shock in this region is low. The energy loss that attenuates the shock from $p_{cu}$ to $p_{cl}$ is nearly all due to work done in crushing the solid portion of the aggregate.

The behavior of a hard low-porosity rock is indicated by the step on Figure 15. Here a definite value of the crushing stress exists at which the material crushes to hydrodynamic behavior; below this value it behaves nearly elastically.

Chaszeyka gives a form for the variation in density, particle velocity, and pressure through the transition zone. Since the density to which the material is compacted decreases as the peak pressure drops with increasing radial distance, the density will be lower at the shock front than behind it. A density-distance relation of the form

$$\rho = \rho_s (R/r)^q$$

is assumed, in which $r$ is the distance to a point behind the front ($r \leq R$), and $q = -\frac{3}{2} \log \rho$. By conservation of mass (and using the fact that $\rho$ is constant behind the shock in the compacted zone), the following expression for $q$ is obtained:

$$q = 3 \ln \left[ 1 - \frac{1}{\rho_o} - \left( \frac{R}{R_u} \right)^q \right]$$

in which $R_u$ is the radius corresponding to $p_{cu}$, and is the smallest radius at which compaction to constant density occurs.

For a particle velocity $u_s$ at the front, the velocity at a point in the zone is

$$u = \frac{u_s \rho_s R^2}{\rho r^2}$$
The pressure distribution is found from conservation of momentum. In terms of quantities already defined,

\[ p - p_0 = (\rho_s - \rho_o) \left( 1 + \left( \frac{\rho_s}{\rho_o} - 1 \right) \right) R^2 \left[ \frac{1}{4 + q} \left( 2 - \frac{1}{r} \right) - \frac{1}{4 + q} (q - 2) \right] \]

\[ \rho_s \left( \frac{\rho_s}{\rho_o} \right)^2 \frac{R}{1 + q} \left[ \frac{d \log V_s}{d \log (p - p_0)} \left( \frac{\rho_s}{\rho_o} \right) \right] - 2 \left[ \frac{1}{R} - \frac{1}{r} \right] \]

This equation shows that for an aggregate the pressure decreases toward the origin from the shock front.

The decrease of peak pressure with radius of the shock is found by a technique of blast wave integration developed by Chaszeyka and Porzel [18]. The computed result for an aggregate of 69% silica and 31% air is shown in Figure 16; \( p \) falls off at about \( R^{-6} \). Comparison with Figures 2 and 3 shows that the pressure range covers the region of the crushing zone designated by Bishop. The radius at which the upper crushing limit occurs can be found for any material from a curve like the one shown in Figure 16 if adequate experimental information is available.

For a porous medium in the zone \( R > R_u \), the value of \( q \) in Equation 27 varies from about 1.5 (when \( R \) is 10% greater than \( R_u \)) to zero (as \( R \) approaches infinity). In this case, the small part of the original energy from the explosion still remaining (less than 3%) is dissipated in crushing the solid particles; the shock weakens as a result of both this crushing work and spherical spreading.

For a hard rock, \( \rho_s \) approaches \( \rho_o \) rapidly as the stress drops below the sharply defined crushing limit. The exponent \( q \) has a low value and approaches zero quickly, being about 0.02 when \( R \) is 10% greater than \( R_u \). The result is a relatively small energy decrease, and a strong seismic pulse will be generated at a pressure only slightly below the crushing limit.

The transition discussed here is only the first in the sequence leading to the seismic pulse [22, p. 144]. For later transitions, associated with lower overpressures, we return to Bishop's treatment. He divided the equation of state into five regions, with several subregions (see Figures 2 and 3). Starting from the high pressure end, Region V is the previously discussed hydrodynamic region for which \( x > 1 \), and \( y \) is nearly constant. A subrange in which large plastic deformations occur is seen just above the hydrodynamic termination pressure, \( p_H \).

The pressure \( p_H \) is approximated by \( p_2 \), corresponding to \( x = 0.5 \), and marks the upper limit of Region IV, the zone of crushing. The crushing pressure \( p_c \) determines the lower boundary of
FIGURE 111. PRESSURE VS. DISTANCE FOR A 1-KILOTON EXPLOSION IN AN AGGREGATE (After Chaszoyka)
crushing. The crack zone, Region III, is subdivided into two parts: IIIa, a region of hoop-stress tensile cracks, IIIb, in which shear stress cracks occur. The lower limit of the crack zone is designated $p_r$, which denotes the highest pressure in the stress wave for which processes are reversible. The boundary between the two types of crack occurs at the maximum in the $x - p$ curve, at a pressure near twice the ambient pressure. Regions III and IV represent irreversible, nonhydrodynamic behavior.

Region II is that in which processes are reversible, but strains are finite; Region I is the zone of elastic waves. Region II (called the "semiacoustic zone" by Bishop) begins at an over-pressure of about 0.02 $p_o$.

The low-pressure end of the $x - p$ diagram will be considered in detail first. For strictly infinitesimal strains, the adiabatic exponent is $\gamma_o = p_o c_0^2 / p_o$ (see derivation of Equation 13). For condensed media (liquids or solids), $\gamma_o$ is large compared to one for $p_o$ near one bar. For small but finite strains, the transition across the shock will be nearly reversible. As Porzel [19, p. 41] states, all materials are excellent transmitters of shock energy at low pressures. Bishop postulates a form for $\gamma$ for the finite-strain, nearly reversible case that is analogous to that for $\gamma_o$ above:

$$\gamma_{rev} = \rho_o u^2 / p_o$$

in which $\gamma_{rev}$ is the semiacoustic exponent, and the compressional wave velocity $c_o$ has been replaced by the shock velocity $u$. $\gamma_{rev}$ is also a large number, so that the value of $x$ for reversible processes is approximated by

$$x_r = 1/2 (x/p_o)$$

where $p$ is small enough for the assumption of reversibility to hold. It follows that $x_r$ must be small compared to one. In order to carry on without experimental data, Bishop assumes 0.5 as the maximum value of $x$ for the semiacoustic region. From Equation 32, this requires that $p_r$, the reversible limit in terms of pressure, be less than or equal to $p_o$, the ambient pressure.

This choice of the reversible limit is based on the fact that most earth materials have very low tensile strengths. They will fail in tension as soon as the tensile hoop stresses associated with the radial compressive stress overcome the lithostatic compression. This will occur at an overpressure close to the ambient pressure.

By analogy with the elastic case, dynamic bulk and shear moduli can be defined such that

$$K_s = K_o (1 + x) = k_s + 4/3 \mu s.$$ 

In the semiacoustic region, it is not unreasonable to take $k_s / \mu s = k/\mu$, and Bishop postulates that this relation may be approximately true up to $p = 2p_o$, the maximum point shown on Figures 2 and 3.
The behavior in crushing has been discussed in the review of Chaszeyka's work; Bishop's treatment, however, will be summarized here for the sake of continuity. In the crushing region, the dynamic bulk modulus $k_s$ is almost constant, while the dynamic shear modulus $\mu_s$ is very small. The $x - p$ curve is nearly flat, with a constant value of $x$ given by

$$x_c = -1 + 2k/K_o = 1 - (\frac{z}{r_0})^2$$

(see the discussion following Equation 16). Bishop concludes that no equation of state can be established for the crushing zone except by measurements on specific materials.

The onset of Region III (coming up from the low pressure end) occurs when the medium is first broken up into large fragments by radial cracks from the hoop stresses. This occurs when the tensile stress exceeds the resultant of the ambient stress and the tensile strength of the medium. It is not possible to assign a precise value to $p_r$ at which cracking begins because of the imperfect nature of earth materials. The value $p_o$ seems to be a reasonable estimate.

As the stress increases above $p_r$, the fragments are broken into smaller and smaller pieces until the medium is reduced to an almost homogeneous aggregate of particles of relatively high strength; crushing then begins at pressure $p_c$. Radial cracking predominates up to a pressure of about $2p_o$; above this pressure, circumferential cracks produced by shear stresses combine with the radial cracks to make the smaller pieces. In the zone of shear stress cracks (see Figures 2 and 3) the $x - p$ curve has a negative slope, the shock velocity decreases with increasing pressure, and the previously discussed elastic precursors result.

Bishop has developed equations, on the basis of numerous assumptions and approximations necessitated by the lack of experimental data, which make it possible to follow the history of the shock through the transition zone. He discusses these equations thoroughly; no attempt to justify them fully will be made here.

The output of the hydrodynamic zone is the input to the crushing zone. Therefore, the calculations start by finding $R_2$ and $p_2$, the approximate radius and pressure of the shock at hydrodynamic termination, from Equations 22 through 25. The effective shell thickness ratio $z_2$ is found from Equation 26. Then, for $p_c < p < p_2$:

$$\log \frac{z}{z_2} = (1 + x_c)^{-1} \log \frac{R}{R_2}$$

$$\log \frac{p_2}{p} = \left(1 + 1.5x_c\right) \log \frac{z}{z_2} + \frac{1}{8} z_2 x_c \left(\frac{z}{z_2} - 1\right)$$

(34) (35)
where $x_c$ is given by Equation 33.

Some assumption about losses from the shock as it passes over the medium is essential to the development of these equations. The blast-wave integration procedure developed by Chaszyk and Porzel [18] is a method of keeping track of the waste heat deposited during propagation of the shock. Bishop treats the problem in the following manner.

The heat loss per unit mass from the shell $Q_s$ is found in terms of the waste heat $Q$ (defined above) by $Q_s = G_m G_x Q$, in which $G_x$ is a shock-strength factor which is zero for very strong shocks, and $G_m$ is a factor which depends on the medium. By assuming that $G_x = (1 + x)^{-1}$, it is possible to write $G_m = (1 + x) Q_s / Q$. A value of $G_m = 2.0$ was found to agree well with experimental data in the crushing zone for halite, tuff, and alluvium, the only earth materials investigated. Equations 34 and 35 are based on this value.

In the cracking zone, with the overpressures between the crushing and reversible pressure, good results were obtained by the use of an inverse square law for overpressure decay:

$$\log \left( \frac{p_c}{p} \right) = 2 \log \left( \frac{R}{R_c} \right)$$

where $R_c$ is the shock radius at which $p_c$ occurs.

In the semi-acoustic zone, $p \leq p_r$,

$$\log \left( \frac{R}{R_f} \right) = \left[ \frac{1}{3} \log \left( \frac{p_1}{p_r} \right) + 2 \log \left( \frac{1 + \frac{4 p_0}{3 p_r}}{1 + \frac{4 p_0}{3 p_f}} \right) \right]$$

The results of applying the theory to available data from explosions in halite (COWBOY and GNOME events) and volcanic tuff (HOBO and RAINIER projects) are shown in Figures 17 and 18. Equation-of-state data were taken from Lombard [34], and ambient stress values are taken from Adams and Swift [35]. The COWBOY data are taken from Murphey [36]; the GNOME values are from preliminary results obtained by the Sandia Corporation.

On these figures, $R_f$ is the radius in feet of a sphere of pelletol TNT. With the pelletol density taken as $1.0 \text{ gm/cm}^3$, $R/R_1 = 6.38 W^{-1/3}$, where $W$ is the charge weight in pounds. The value of $R_f$ for the GNOME nuclear event was taken as 28.5 ft, the radius of a pelletol sphere with the same energy release, 3 kilotons. The cube-root scaling brings the nuclear and small chemical explosion data into good agreement.

Using the properties of pelletol and halite, Bishop shows that the input pressure of 100 kilobars corresponds to the upper limit of the zone of crushing. There is consequently no hydro-
FIGURE 17. PRESSURE VS. DISTANCE CURVE FOR HALITE (After Bishop)
FIGURE 18. PRESSURE VS. DISTANCE CURVE FOR VOLCANIC TUFT (After Bishop)
dynamic region, and all pressures from the COWBOY series are in the cracking region. The plotted pressures in the figures were not measured, but were calculated from observed particle velocities, using equations developed in the theory.

For tuff, the input pressure for pelletol is 75 kilobars. Values derived from Equations 34 and 35 are shown on Figure 18. The first quantitative result on the effect of source depth encountered in this review can be seen in the HOBO data. The reversible limit $p_r$ is seen to increase significantly as the depth of the shot (and therefore the ambient stress) increases. The maximum value this limit can attain has been set as the resultant of the ambient stress and the tensile strength of the medium. The actual value may be smaller than this because of pre-existing cracks or other departures from uniformity of the medium. For the tuff, the reversible limit is near the maximum, but it appears to be much less than the maximum of 59 bars for the COWBOY data on Figure 17.

The two methods of analysis, Chasztyka's and Bishop's, can be compared by the results presented on Figures 8 and 18 for explosions in tuff. The abscissas of Figure 8 are to be divided by 6.0 (the value of $R_1$ in meters) for one kiloton, and the logarithm taken. Thus six meters on Figure 8 corresponds to 0.0 on Figure 18, 30 meters to 0.7, and 60 meters to 1.0. The region of overlap is therefore limited, but within this region the agreement is very good. The tendency for the pressure-distance curve to be slightly concave to the distance axis shown on Figure 18 is not seen on Figure 8. It is concluded that both methods of analysis are sound, and the principal need is for more experimental data.

Although the nonlinear processes have been analyzed for the manner in which they absorb energy from the shock pulse, no analysis has been made of the seismic signal proceeding from these disturbances directly. Only the radial compressional pulse is followed. A growing crack is a source of seismic waves, and experimental evidence has been accumulated that these waves can be observed [37]. It has been suggested also that the boundary between the expanding explosion products and the surrounding medium may be unstable, developing wave-like perturbations so that the output from the source may not be spherically symmetrical [38].

Propagation in the elastic region will be reviewed next on the assumption that the source is spherically symmetrical; the evidence of asymmetry will be discussed subsequently.

6

THE ELASTIC-WAVE REGION

The entire earth, outside of the hydrodynamic and nonlinear regions discussed in the previous sections, constitutes the region of elastic wave propagation. This report does not consider
the details of the effects of departures from ideal elasticity in this region on the shape and amplitude of the seismic signal. Also omitted are the details of the structure of the crust and upper mantle, which must be taken into account in determining the actual amplitude of the various seismic waves as observed at distant points [1]. Attention is directed to the signal at short ranges, and at long ranges if the medium is homogeneous and infinite in extent.

Theoretical and experimental studies of explosion-generated elastic waves have been carried out for many years, starting with the early work in exploration seismology, somewhat later extending to quarry and mine-blast observations, and most recently to nuclear explosions. Some of the experimental work has been designed to test theoretical results, but most of it has been directed to empirical correlations of maximum seismic wave amplitude with various parameters characterizing the explosion and observation conditions. Results of the search for empirical scaling relations are covered in a later section of this report. The early theoretical papers made no attempt to determine numerical values of amplitude in terms of charge weight.

In a classic paper, Sharpe [3] attempted to explain certain facts known from experience to exploration seismologists. Referring specifically to seismic reflections from horizons in the sedimentary section, he summarized these observations as follows:

1. A given amount of explosive detonated in a clay or water-saturated sand formation results in a greater amplitude of reflected motion than an equal charge detonated in a dense, rigid formation such as limestone.

2. If a hole is sprung by an initial large charge in order to form a sizable cavity, later small charges will result in a larger amplitude of reflected motion than would be produced in the absence of springing.

3. The frequency spectrum of reflected motion is a function of the formation in which the charge is fired: shots fired in the low velocity zone result in very low frequency motion compared to shots fired below the low velocity zone; shots fired in a rigid material (such as a limestone) result in a much higher frequency motion than shots made in, for example, a shale; in a general way, the high frequency content of reflected motion increases with an increase in shooting depths.

4. The frequency spectrum of reflected motion is a function of charge size; a large charge has a tendency to increase the proportion of low frequencies in the reflected motion.

5. The amplitude of reflected motion produced by a given quantity of a high explosive is much greater than that produced by a quantity of low-speed explosive, even when the maximum pressure is the same.
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These statements touch upon every point of concern within this present report: i.e., the effect on the amplitude and spectral content of the seismic signal of the medium around the shot, the depth of burial, the yield, the coupling, and the properties of the explosive material.

6.1. THE WAVEFORM OF EXPLOSION-GENERATED P WAVES

Sharpe took as his source model a spherical cavity around the shot having a radius, \( a \), large enough so that only elastic processes took place at or outside the surface. This cavity is designated the "equivalent cavity" or the "equivalent radiator" by various authors. An exponentially decaying pressure pulse, with the pressure equal at all points of the spherical surface, was postulated as the loading equivalent to the explosion: \( p(a, t) = p_m e^{-\sigma t} \).

No attempt was made to relate \( a, p_m \), or \( \sigma \) to the size of the charge and the properties of the medium.

Although Sharpe obtained his results for the special case in which Poisson's ratio \( \sigma = 0.25 \), or \( \lambda = \mu \), it is useful to generalize the result for an arbitrary elastic medium. This has been done by Blake [5], but the solution will be given in a slightly different notation. The ratio of shear modulus to Lamé's constant, \( \mu/\lambda = m \), will be used in place of the parameter \( K \) introduced by Blake. Thus, \( \sigma = \frac{1}{2(1 + m)} \), and \( m = 1 \) for \( \sigma = 0.25 \).

The displacement potential for the exponential pressure on the cavity wall is given by

\[
\phi = \frac{ap_m}{\rho r} \frac{1}{\omega_o^2 + \left( \frac{m}{\sqrt{m + m^2}} \right) \sigma} \left\{ \exp (-\sigma \tau) + \exp \left( -\frac{m \omega_o \tau}{V_{m + m}} \right) \right\}
\]

\[
\left[ \cos \omega_o \tau + \left( \frac{m}{\sqrt{m + m^2}} - \frac{\sigma}{\omega_o} \right) \sin \omega_o \tau \right] \right\}
\]

(38)

In which \( \rho = \) density

\( r = \) distance from center of cavity

\( \omega_o = \frac{2c \sqrt{m + m^2}}{a \left( 1 + \frac{2m}{\rho} \right)} \)

\( c = \sqrt{\frac{\lambda + 2\mu}{\rho}} = \) compressional wave velocity in the medium

\( \tau = t - \frac{r - a}{c} \)
The displacement, which is purely radial under the assumptions, is the derivative of the potential in Equation 38. For the important special case of a step in pressure, \( \sigma = 0 \), and the displacement is

\[
\mu = \frac{a_m^2}{4\mu} \left( \frac{a}{r} \right)^2 - \frac{1 + 2m}{1 + m} \left( \frac{a}{r} \right)^2 \exp \left( -\frac{m\omega_0^2}{\sqrt{m + m^2}} \right) \sin \left[ \omega_0 \tau + \tan^{-1} \left( \frac{\sqrt{m + m^2}}{m} \right) \right] + 2 \frac{m}{1 + m} \left( \frac{a}{r} \right) \exp \left( -\frac{m\omega_0^2}{\sqrt{m + m^2}} \right) \sin \omega_0 \tau \quad (39)
\]

The first term represents the permanent displacement resulting from the fact that the pressure \( p_m \) continues to act on the cavity forever. At large ranges \( (r \gg a) \), the last term in Equation 39 predominates.

\[
u = \frac{p_m a^2}{2\mu r} \sqrt{\frac{m}{1 + m}} \exp \left( -\frac{m\omega_0^2}{\sqrt{m + m^2}} \right) \sin \omega_0 \tau \quad (40)
\]

The displacement is thus a damped sinusoid with angular frequency \( \omega_0 \), which varies directly as the compressional wave velocity and inversely as cavity radius, and becomes low for small values of \( m \), characteristic of soils.

For small values of \( m \), the amplitude becomes large (and \( \mu \) becomes small), assuming that the peak pressure and radius at the inner boundary of the elastic region are unchanged.

The damping factor (fraction of critical damping) \( \zeta \) is a function of the properties of the medium:

\[
\zeta = \left( \frac{m}{1 + 2m} \right)^{1/2} = \left( \frac{\mu}{\lambda + 2} \right)^{1/2} \quad (41)
\]

The motion in rock (for which \( m \) is near 1.0) will be more highly damped, or less oscillatory, than in soil. Aoki [10] presents waveforms for particle velocity which illustrate this for \( m = 1.0 \) and 1/75 (see Figures 19 and 20). The effect of including elastic precursors from the nonlinear region, as Aoki does, is to increase the rise time of the signal. The following notation applies to these two figures:

The symbol "\( u \)" is widely used for particle velocity in hydrodynamics and particle displacement in elasticity theory. Rather than introduce a new symbol, the same symbol is used for both in different parts of this report. From this point, "\( u \)" is displacement, "\( v \)" is velocity.
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\[ v = \text{particle velocity} \]
\[ b = \text{radius of beginning elastic zone (} \approx a \text{)} \]
\[ k = \text{constant from von Mises' yield condition: } \sigma_{rr} - \sigma_{\theta\theta} = \sqrt{3k} \]
\[ c(t - t_0) = \frac{r - b}{b}, \quad t_0 \text{ is time at which shock reaches the radial distance } b \]
\[ \alpha c = \text{propagation velocity of "plastic" or "fracture" wave, taken as } \sqrt{\frac{E}{\rho}}, \text{ where } E \text{ is the bulk modulus for "plastic" waves and the rigidity modulus for "fracture" waves} \]
\[ c = \text{compressional wave velocity} \]
\[ s = \text{decay exponent in pressure pulse (} = \frac{a \sigma}{c} \text{ in notation of this report)} \]

In Figure 19, where \( \lambda = \mu, m = 1 \), the two velocities of inelastic wave propagation are \( \sqrt{\frac{5}{3}} c \) and \( \sqrt{\frac{1}{3}} c \) for the "plastic" and "fracture" waves, respectively. In Figure 19, \( s = 0 \), corresponding to a step function in pressure.

The results for a clay-like material (\( \lambda = 75\mu \); see Figure 20) are based on a velocity of the elastic-plastic boundary of 0.9 \( c \) and four rates of pressure decay. The initial spike (corresponding to rapid pressure decay, or large values of \( a \)) will be highly attenuated at a distance because of the transmission characteristics of the earth, discussed below.

The response to arbitrary forcing functions can be obtained by superposition of solutions of the forms given above. Duvall [4], working with radial strain data, was able to arrive at waveforms closely resembling his field records by adding the responses to two exponential pressure functions with different rates of decay. He found that at short ranges the non-oscillatory waveforms calculated for \( \lambda = \mu \) step function input pressure (After Aoki)

**Figure 19. Waveforms Calculated for \( \lambda = \mu \) Step Function Input Pressure (After Aoki)**
FIGURE 20. WAVEFORMS CALCULATED FOR $\lambda = 75 \mu$, $\alpha = 0.9$ (After Aoki)
tory part of the solution predominates, and the time of the first zero crossing is not accurately predicted by taking a half period corresponding to $\omega_0$. He also points out that the range at which elastic behavior begins cannot be determined by locating the limit of non-oscillatory wave shapes.

Vanek [39, 40, 41] has examined the effect of the higher power terms in $1/r$ in solutions like Equation 39. These terms produce a region two or three times the radius $a$ in which the peak amplitude of the spherical compressional waves decays faster than $r^{-1}$. Since the material is assumed to respond in a perfect elastic manner, this requires an abnormal attenuation due to geometric spreading. Vanek concludes that the peak amplitude propagates faster than the wave front in this zone, the more rapid propagation yielding the faster attenuation. This conclusion implies that the beginning of the elastic zone cannot be determined experimentally by finding the shortest range at which the peak displacement decays as the inverse first power of the distance.

An excellent opportunity to test this entire approach to the theory of explosion-generated seismic waves was offered by the Project COWBOY experimental series. The objective of the program was to test the use of cavities to decouple underground explosions [36, 42, 43, 44]. The subject of decoupling itself is outside of the scope of this report, but the results of some of the investigations carried out in connection with COWBOY are directly related to the topic.

Data obtained from some of the shots in this series apply directly to this discussion; the shots were fired in cavities of sufficient size that the response of the salt was nearly elastic, if not exactly so. The conditions of the theory outlined above were therefore satisfied at the cavity boundary. Comparisons of theoretical waveforms (based on elastic response) with observed ones are presented by Parkin [27] and by Herbst, Werth, and Springer [43].

Parkin used the theoretical pressures on the cavity boundaries calculated by Brode [26] as the input to his computation of displacement and other motion parameters as functions of range and time. The results for the decoupled shots were excellent; those for the "overdriven" cavities showed departures which could be ascribed to plastic deformation. Parkin obtained his results by the direct numerical evaluation of the integral solution for the displacement for an arbitrary pressure waveform on the cavity wall.

Herbst et al. [43] present a theoretical waveform for one of the cavity shots in the COWBOY series which agrees very closely with that observed. The technique used here also was numerical integration of the equations for elastic response.

As shown earlier in this report, the smallest radial distance at which the stress is low enough for the response to be elastic is a function of the medium, the depth of the source, and the yield. For a given medium and depth, the peak pressure, $p_m$, at the boundary between the
elastice region and the nonlinear zone is a constant. The basis of decoupling a shot is that the radius at which the pressure is down to $p_m$ is much smaller for a cavity shot than for one tightly tamped in the medium [44], and therefore the radiated amplitude is found to be smaller from solutions like Equation 40.

6.2. THE SPECTRAL CONTENT OF EXPLOSION-GENERATED P WAVES

Solutions of the form of Equations 39 or 40 suggest that a natural frequency $\omega_0$ determined by the properties of the medium and the size of the charge, will characterize the compressional wave. However, this conclusion ignores the fact that the earth acts as a low-pass filter upon elastic waves [29, 44]. Using numbers suggested by O'Brien [7] for a 100 lb shot in a medium with a P-wave velocity of 5000 fps and Poisson's ratio of 0.25, we find that $\omega_0$ is 471 rad/sec, corresponding to a frequency of 75 cps. Frequencies in this range are commonly observed in the reflection method of seismic prospecting, but they are not encountered in observations at larger distances. Even if they are transmitted, most of the instrumentation used for recording at distances of more than a few km will not pass frequencies higher than about 10 cps.

Therefore it is necessary to examine the amplitude spectrum corresponding to the solution above, and attempt to determine the effect on the observed amplitude of the low-pass character of the transmission-recording system. This has been done by several investigators, all of whom arrive at similar conclusions [7, 24, 45, 46, 47].

Peet has developed a theory in his attempt to relate amplitude to yield, in which the shock-wave and elastic-wave regions are in juxtaposition. The validity of his results for the elastic-wave region is not in any way affected by the fact the terminal nonlinear region has been neglected, as long as the actual radial distance to the elastic zone increases as the cube root of the yield. Only the numerical value radius of the equivalent cavity in terms of the yield may be incorrect. In turn, this affects only the numerical values of amplitude.

On the basis of the output from the hydrodynamic region, Peet finds the following relations at the input to the elastic wave region, $r = a$:

$$p(a, t) = p_m \exp \left( -\frac{c_2 t}{\omega_0 1/3} \right)$$

where $a = \left( \frac{c_1}{p_m} \right)^{-1/3}$,

- $p_m$ = radial stress at which elastic behavior begins (a property of the medium)
- $t$ = time from start of shock wave
- $c_1$, $c_2$ = constants
- $n$ = empirical quantity = 1.16
The pressure given by Equation 42 is a very much simplified version of all that was covered in the first two sections of this report.

Because the stress pulse maintains its shape as it propagates for perfect elasticity while the various kinematic quantities (e.g., particle velocity) do not, Peet works with the spectrum of the mean stress.

If the displacement potential, such that \( u(r, t) = \frac{\phi}{r} \), is taken to be \( \phi = \frac{C^2}{r^2} \left( \frac{t}{c} \right) \), the mean stress ("pressure") is \( p = \frac{\lambda + 2\mu}{r} \left[ \frac{t}{c} \right] \). For the pressure function of Equation 42, it follows (for a linear elastic medium) that the stress scales in both time and amplitude as \( \omega^{1/3} \): \( p(r, t) = \frac{B}{r} \omega^{1/3} \left( \frac{t}{k\omega^{1/3}} \right) \). The scaling of the pressure waveform is shown in Figure 21, on which \( Q = \omega \).

The behavior of the amplitude spectrum \([24, \text{Equation A.II.13}]\) is given in Figure 22. The spectrum has a single maximum at a frequency \( f = c\omega^{1/3} \), at which the amplitude is proportional to \( \omega^{2/3} \). (The negative sign in the exponent is omitted from Peet's Equations A.II.12 and A.II.21, but should be there from his Equation A.II.20; see Figure 23.) If the radius "a" increases as \( \omega^{1/3} \) (as is required by similitude considerations \([46]\)), the spectral maximum varies as \( a^2 \), in agreement with the pulse amplitude in Equation 40. For low frequencies, the spectral amplitude is proportional to \( f^2 \omega^{4/3} \), while at very high frequencies, the amplitude varies as \( f^{-1} \omega^{1/3} \).

The effect of charge size on the shape of the spectrum is demonstrated by Figure 23. Small charges give a flat spectrum with the maximum at a high frequency. The difficulty in comparing

\[
\frac{P_{m2}}{P_{m1}} = \left( \frac{Q_2}{Q_1} \right)^{1/3} \\
\frac{\tau_{02}}{\tau_{01}} = \left( \frac{Q_2}{Q_1} \right)^{1/3} \\
\frac{\tau_{12}}{\tau_{11}} = \left( \frac{Q_2}{Q_1} \right)^{1/3}
\]

**FIGURE 21. SCALING OF THE WAVEFORM (After Peet)**
amplitude-yield data for small and large yields, brought on by the low-pass character of the earth-instrument system, is illustrated in Figure 24. For small charges, the portion of the spectrum which would be recorded is that for which the dependence on yield is near the first power; e.g. from $W^{4/3}$ to $W^{2/3}$. For the large charge, however, the spectrum falls almost entirely within the pass band, and the exponent of the yield will be smaller.
Werth and Herbst [48] have found a first-power dependence of head-wave amplitude on yield for low yields and a two-thirds power dependence for high yields. The yield at which the dependence changes is higher for hard media (salt and granite) than for soft ones (alluvium and tuff).

Latter, Martinelli, and Teller [46] have also analyzed the low-frequency part of the spectrum, and concluded that the signal at a distance will vary as the first or \(4/3\) power of the yield depending on whether the pressure at the elastic-inelastic boundary decays slowly or rapidly compared to the cutoff frequency of the earth-instrument system. Data precise enough to permit these two scaling laws to be distinguished are difficult to obtain.

Rather than work from the spectrum for the exponentially decaying pressure wave, O'Brien [7] uses Blake's result [5] for radiation of a steady-state sinusoid from the cavity. He finds that the criterion for determining the type of yield dependence is whether \(\omega a/c\) is less than or greater than 1.0. For low frequencies, the signal amplitude (particle velocity) should vary directly as the charge weight. However, for very large charges (\(a\) is large), or for very high frequencies, the signal amplitude will increase as the cube root of the yield. For the first case, all frequencies will increase in the same manner, so that the pulse shape does not change with charge size. For the second, the pulse will lengthen somewhat with charge size.

As pointed out by Herbst et al. [43] and Carpenter et al. [45], O'Brien assumes that the radius of the equivalent cavity increases as the cube root of the charge weight, but that this cavity is determined by a limiting condition for the medium of impulse per unit area equal to a fixed value. Since impulse scales as \(W^{1/3}\) (see appendix), these assumptions are inconsistent. However, as shown by
Carpenter et al., the step function approximation for the stress at the boundary also gives a first-power dependence on yield for low frequencies.

Proceeding from very general considerations of the relation between pulse and the slope of the spectrum, Weston [45] points out that for most disturbances, the total impulse at distances more than a few wavelengths is close to zero, and the amplitude spectrum of the pressure at low frequencies varies as $f$. Under conditions that length- and time-scale as $W^{1/3}$, he then shows that the low-frequency amplitude is proportional to $W$. The variation of the low-frequency amplitude spectrum with the first power of the frequency and yield results from the particular pulse shape, one for which $\int d\tau = 0$ at finite time, but $\int \int d\tau d\tau$ does not. In the case of a pulse for which the integral of the impulse is also zero at infinity, the low-frequency spectral amplitude varies as $f^2$ and $W^{4/3}$, as in Peet's result. Other exponents for $f$ and $W$ are appropriate for other pulse shapes.

In applying these general results to underground explosions, Weston looks for the type of source conditions that would be consistent with these relations, for the equivalent cavity model of an explosion. A step in pressure is the simplest loading that will give the prescribed first-power dependence of amplitude on frequency at a distance. The actual decay in pressure in the cavity will not affect the results as long as it is slow compared to the longest waves of interest. For a fast pressure decay, spherical elastic-wave theory may not apply right up to the radius at which elastic behavior begins, and the cavity model may have to be abandoned. Weston states, in conclusion, that the first-power dependence of amplitude on yield applies for frequencies much less than $1000 \ W^{-1/3}$ cps, and for ranges greater than about $700 \ W^{1/3}$ ft ($W$ in lb).

Carpenter, Savill, and Wright [45] have recently examined the amplitude-yield relation in terms of $W^{1/3}$ scaling. After considering the results for a single frequency (which would correspond to the response of a very sharply tuned seismograph), they conclude that the bandwidth of the instrument must be taken into account when determining this relation from field data. As they point out, and as was seen above, different results can be obtained for different passbands of the earth-instrument system. They conclude that a simple $W^{1.0}$ dependence is likely to apply to any particular frequency band up to some limiting value of $W$, beyond which the increase is less rapid.

These authors also point out an inherent difficulty in applying any kind of scaling laws to wave generation and propagation in the real earth. Scaling is assumed for wave generation; for transmission, however, a constant geometry is assumed, and these are incompatible except for an infinite homogeneous medium. The opinion held by Carpenter et al. is that this conflict is not of primary importance in many practical situations.
6.3. ENERGY AVAILABLE FOR ELASTIC WAVES

The fraction of energy originally released that is available at the beginning of the elastic zone can be calculated by the methods outlined for the high-pressure regions, once adequate data on the pertinent properties of the medium have been collected. The actual energy that is transmitted to long distances can only be determined by including effects of absorption and scattering.

Parkin [27] presents a table of calculated values of released and radiated energy for TNT shots of 20 lb to 2000 lb fired in various sized cavities in salt. The values are based on Brode's results [26]. The fraction of the energy radiated varies from $4 \times 10^{-5}$ (for a completely decoupled shot) to $8 \times 10^{-4}$ (for an overdriven cavity). No estimates for tamped shots are given.

Howell and Budenstein [49] performed energy calculations for seismic waves generated by explosive charges of about 1.0 lb at depths of about 10 ft in unconsolidated material tamped with water. Their result for the total energy in the wave train (not the P wave alone) for a surface distance of 10 ft indicates that about 5% of the source energy is present in the frequency range of six to 120 cps. O'Brien [7] estimates that the energy in the low frequencies is no more than 3% of the source energy for an underground explosion, and may be much less. In view of the fact that the low-frequency amplitude spectrum increases as the first or second power of the frequency (energy as the second or fourth power), the energy reaching large distances is likely to be much less than 1% of the yield.

Berg and Cook [50] calculated the total energy in the wave trains recorded at distances of 6.78 to 22 km from two very large quarry blasts; by extrapolation back to the source, they estimated that 2.7% of the total energy content of the explosive charge appeared in the form of elastic waves.

Nicholls [28] used the known properties of the explosive material to determine yield energy, and calculated the energy transmitted into the medium from strain measurements. His calculations indicate that 2% to 4% of the chemical energy is coupled to the rock, but he believes that values of 10% to 20% may be more realistic. The measurements were made from experiments using three different types of dynamite and granular TNT, tightly tamped in salt. He quotes the results of earlier Bureau of Mines investigations for granite, in which 10% to 18% of the explosive energy is coupled to the earth. These values seem far higher than any others reported.

Working with the RAINIER event, Porzel [19] finds that only 3% of the original energy was left at the termination of the crushing stage (130 ft), and concludes that roughly 99% of the energy is deposited as heat in the cavity and in a thin shell of compressed material near the source.
These figures are in general agreement with estimates given above. Porzel concludes also that the energy available to produce seismic waves "bears no direct relation with the original energy release," but is determined by the geometry of the charge and hole in which the charge is placed, and the properties of the medium (vaporization pressure and dynamic crushing strength). At long distances the "apparent energy" will be of the order of $10^{-3}$ of the original yield. This value agrees with that cited by Griggs and Press [51] for a 25-kt underground nuclear explosion (presumably the BLANCA event).

Although the statements above are in full accord with the concepts that have been developed in this report, Porzel arrives at some additional conclusions that are somewhat startling. He doubts that the acoustic approximation ever applies (in the sense of constant energy in the wave) and that it is a misnomer to talk about partition of energy between the source region and the radiated signal. The available energy decreases constantly with distance and rapidly approaches zero, because of known departures from homogeneity and linear elasticity. His conclusion is that even the 1% of the explosion energy available at the termination of the nonlinear zone became insignificant. He suggests that the seismic signals "alleged to be observed as a result of the RAINIER event" are the result of minor earthquakes triggered by the passage of the shock wave through jointed and faulted material. By this reasoning, the energy observed on the seismogram is principally tectonic strain energy accumulated in the test site through geologic time.

Press and Archambeau [52] have examined this hypothesis, and present convincing arguments that, although an explosion will release accumulated strain, the magnitude of the energy involved is too small to affect the resulting seismic waves.

Porzel's argument that the duration of the pressure pulse is too short to be resolved by seismic instruments overlooks (1) mechanisms in the terminal nonlinear region which act to lengthen the pulse somewhat, and (2) the fact that the observed seismogram will not be the pulse incident on the elastic wave region, but the response of the earth-instrument system to this pulse. In fact, a nuclear explosion, because of its short duration, is valuable to seismologists in that it provides a direct observation of the impulse response of the transmission path and seismograph, which in turn can be used to study earthquake focal mechanisms [51, 53].

The energy radiated in the form of seismic waves depends upon many factors besides the yield of the explosion; Parkin's recent work [27] on correlation of various parameters characterizing elastic waves, therefore, merits careful consideration. He correlates the theoretical peak values of displacement, particle velocity, acceleration, and stress in salt with scaled range by employing a variation on established scaling procedures. In the following discussion, it is assumed that the medium behaves elastically.
Parkin first correlates the calculated values of radiated energy with the energy released by the explosion. He finds a good correlation of radiated energy with the ratio of released energy to cavity radius. The mechanism of energy release enters as a parameter. Certainly a generalized law, in which the elastic constants of the medium are included, would be of great value.

Parkin next suggests that even though radiated and released energy can be correlated, these two quantities are of such greatly different magnitudes that it is worthwhile to consider two different scale factors. For those effects directly related to the explosion, $w^{1/3}$, the cube root of the yield is to be used, as in conventional procedures; for quantities associated with propagation in the elastic medium, $w^{1/3}$, the cube root of the radiated energy is introduced.

He presents correlations of the various quantities mentioned above. Only the peak displacement gave a good correlation in dimensionless form. By testing various combinations of dimensionless velocity, acceleration, and stress with the scale factor for the elastic medium, he was able to get quite satisfactory correlations; the poorest was for the acceleration. He finds that if the dimensionless quantities $\frac{u}{w^{1/3}}$, $\frac{\partial u}{\partial t}$, and $\frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial t^2}$ are multiplied by $(w^{1/3})^{-n}$, $n = 0, 1, 2$ for displacement, velocity, or acceleration, respectively, the resulting quantities are inversely proportional to the scaled range $r/w^{1/3}$. Dimensionless radial stress, $\sigma_{rr}/E$, when multiplied by $w^{-1/3}$ also is inversely proportional to $r/w^{1/3}$. $E$ is Young’s modulus.

This theory was tested by using experimental values of peak particle velocity from the COWBOY cavity shots. The exponent of scaled range turned out to be -1.3, rather than 1.0. He suggests that the disagreement can be explained by dissipation of energy due to plasticity and other inelastic effects in the salt at small strains.

6.4. SYMMETRY OF THE SOURCE

The entire development of the theory of explosion-generated waves has proceeded on the assumption that the source produces a spherically symmetrical stress wave. Very few observations of the azimuthal distribution of wave amplitudes have been published, and some of these are difficult to interpret because of known variations in geological structure between the source and various observing points and differences in the geology at the various recording sites.

The vertical and longitudinal components of motion recorded at short range from small explosions in soil have been found to show negligible variation with azimuth [10, 31]. On the other hand, marked variations in amplitude are found for all components for similar experiments in rock [31].
Denoyer et al. [54] report observations of asymmetrical radiation of P and S waves as recorded at distances of 190 to 285 km in two different directions. They postulate that this variation is caused at least in part by the fact that the source was located in low-velocity basin fill bordered by high-velocity material. The two azimuths (~150° apart) at which the data were available were not oriented in any special way with respect to the axes of the basin. The authors recognize that the differences in local geology at the recording sites and the presence of complicated structure between the source and these sites add to the difficulty of evaluating the hypothesis.

Additional evidence on the extent to which the source is asymmetrical is that underground explosions always generate prominent SH- or Love-type waves [9, 37, 38, 52, 55]. If the source were completely symmetrical, horizontally polarized shear waves could not be generated in an isotropic, homogeneous, or horizontally stratified medium. Such motion can be explained by mode conversion at geologic or topographic irregularities along the transmission path and by reflection of P or SV waves from nonhorizontal boundaries. However, insistence that the source is symmetrical requires the introduction of a variety of ad hoc assumptions to explain a regularly observed phenomenon.

Processes in the nonlinear region around the explosion (discussed in earlier parts of this report) seem to be an adequate source of SH-wave generation, and even nonsymmetric P- and Rayleigh-wave generation. Wright and Carpenter [38] suggest cracking in hard rock and instability of the gas-soil boundary in unconsolidated material as possible sources. Kisslinger et al. [37] have suggested radial crack production as the source of SH motion that they have observed.

Apparently no one but Aoki has attempted to calculate the elastic waves proceeding from the nonlinear region, and he starts with the assumption of spherical symmetry. Short has observed that cracking in salt does not occur equally in all directions, but that large cracks extend in a few directions [56]. If this is generally true, it would seem difficult but not impossible to attempt an analysis of the wave motion generated by cracking. The distribution of first-motion amplitude of P and S waves around a growing crack is given by Knopoff and Gilbert [57]. It is necessary to estimate the number and direction of cracks, their rate of growth in terms of the properties of the medium, and the amplitude of displacement normal to the crack.

7 EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES OF WAVE GENERATION BY EXPLOSIONS

Knowledge concerning the characteristics of explosion-generated seismic waves is based primarily on observations, because of the many uncertainties involved in the behavior of the explosion, the coupling to the earth, and the properties of the medium. In preceding sections
some empirical relations have been included along with the theoretical development presented in order to illustrate particular points. This section presents a brief, systematic review of published observations.

It is not practical to discuss each published paper on this subject in detail, owing to the large number in existence. Fortunately, a number of review papers consolidate information from several investigations; such reviews will be the primary source of the material presented herein. Each review paper contains an appropriate bibliography, and the reader interested in the details of experimental methods and conditions will find it advisable to go back to the original papers.

Experimental studies are valuable for gaining insight into the phenomena involved and for predicting the results of further experiments. In the absence of a complete theory, it is important to be able to treat a given experiment as a model of all experiments. This requires an understanding of how the effects of the explosion scale with the various parameters that characterize the experiment. Some scaling relations have been presented in the previous section. A brief discussion of the principles of scaling is presented in the appendix.

The following discussion covers effects of depth of burial, medium, and the combination of yield and distance.

7.1. THE EFFECT OF SOURCE DEPTH

When the effect of the depth of burial on the resulting seismic signal is considered, it is necessary to distinguish between effects on body waves (the P wave in particular) and effects on surface waves. By their very nature, surface waves depend for their existence on the presence of a free surface, and are strongly affected by the distance of the source from this surface [58, 59]. Several studies of surface-wave generation and propagation have been published, but they will not be reviewed here [59, 60, 61, 62].

There is no such direct effect for body waves. It is apparent from the theory presented above, however, that the radial distance at which elastic behavior begins is a function of the lithostatic (or ambient) pressure. In turn, this radius has been shown to directly affect the signal amplitude. Bigger "equivalent cavities" give bigger signals. In a homogeneous medium, the P-wave amplitude can be expected to increase rather sharply as the depth of the charge is increased from zero to that required for complete containment, and then decrease gradually for greater shot depths (increased ambient stress). At most test sites, it is very likely that beds of rock of differing properties are encountered as the shot depth is increased, so that depth alone is not the controlling factor.
Experiments on the effect of source depth on the P wave are subject to some inherent difficulties. If the observations are made at short ranges with fixed detector positions, the effects of source-detector distance may overwhelm the effect of depth. Since absorption losses are imperfectly known, corrections for variations in distance are uncertain. If a seismometer is located on the surface, another problem arises. As is well known, the surface displacement is not the same as the incident displacement, but is a resultant of the incident and reflected waves. The observed displacement is a complicated function of the angle of incidence and the elastic properties of the medium \[63\]. At short ranges for which the angle of incidence decreases rapidly with increasing depth, therefore, the data must be interpreted with care. The use of deeply buried detectors eliminates this problem.

On the other hand, when observations are made at distances great enough so that the angle of incidence is not greatly affected by the depth, normal geologic conditions will usually result in the first arrival being a head wave from some subsurface boundary. Of course, the effect of depth on this head wave may be of interest, but examination of the direct P wave becomes difficult.

Stengel has studied shot-depth effect for 1.5-lb charges of dynamite \[64\]; the principal results are reported in a more easily accessible paper by Howell \[65\]. The depth was varied from 7 to 102 ft, and the media were dolomite, weathered dolomite, and gravel and sand near the surface. A close-in instrument was moved as the depth changed to keep the angle of incidence roughly the same, and an instrument at 200 ft from the shot hole was kept fixed. Relative energy in the wave train was calculated from particle velocity records.

The energy-depth data for the close seismometer oscillate through an order of magnitude for changes in depth of about 10 ft. The extreme excursions are bounded by parallel trends corresponding to an exponential increase of energy with depth, given by \[E_d = E_0 \exp (0.047 d)\]. The total relative energy at 200 ft is described quite well by the same relation. For the deeper shots a strong refraction arrival increased in energy at a slightly higher rate. Obviously, an exponential increase of relative energy with depth can be valid only for relatively shallow depths.

In his pioneering study of blast effects in soil, Lampson \[30\] found that at scaled ranges of \(r/W^{1/3}\) between 2 and 15, both pressure and positive impulse per unit area were linearly dependent on a coupling factor which depended on depth. This factor for one of the soils in which he worked is presented in Figure 25. The factor has a maximum at a depth of about 2\(W^{1/3}\) (\(W\) in pounds); it falls off rapidly for shallower depths, and more slowly for great depths.
Rocard [66] has recently published results of a preliminary attempt to combine data from a wide variety of sources into a single curve of relative seismic amplitude at long ranges as a function of depth (see Figure 26). The data points are from numerous small charges recorded at 5 km; n indicates nuclear explosions of the HARDTACK II series; m represents underwater explosions recorded at 110 and 300 km; and g means submarine grenades recorded at 160 to 190 km. All data were scaled to a charge weight of 1.0 kg by dividing the depth by the cube root of the charge weight in kilograms. The curve was developed from pairs of data points corresponding to similar recording conditions and different scaled depths.

The unit of "seismic effect" on this curve was taken as the signal from a half-buried charge. Rocard suggests (private communication) that an explosion that is just deep enough to be contained is a better experimental standard. Such an explosion has a value of about 5 on the curve, so the abscissas should be divided by 5 to give the relative seismic effect in terms of this revised unit. The curve shows an increase by a factor of 6 at great depth relative to the barely contained charge.
The vertical curve for surface and above-ground detonations of small charges and the discontinuity at depths just below the surface agree roughly, at least, with recent unpublished observations of the present author.

Ricker [67] found an increase in the seismic efficiency of buried charges to a depth of about 100 ft for 1.0-lb charges of dynamite from his experiments in the Pierre shale. Scaled to 1.0 kg, this maximum is at a depth of 40 meters, a result not discordant with Roccard's curve.

Roccard has pointed out (private communication) that the data on the curve (Figure 26) for the deeper shots were obtained from tests in the Mediterranean Sea that were deep compared to the barely contained explosion, but well above the sea bottom. No data are included from shots so near the bottom that interference from that boundary might alter the results.

Adams and Swift [35] found, for two TNT shots in tuff, that the radiated elastic energy for a shot at a depth of 1010 ft was roughly four times that for a shot at 240 ft. The measured ambient stress was five times as great for the deeper explosions. When scaled to 1.0 kg,
these depths are 44 and 9.4 meters, and an amplitude increase by a factor of 2 is concordant with an extension of Rocard's curve.

7.2. THE EFFECT OF THE MEDIUM

The manner in which the properties of the medium enter into the wave-generation process was indicated in the sections concerning theoretical development. The Hugoniot equation of state, the crushing strength, elastic limit, porosity, fluid content, and brittleness all play roles implied by the equations describing the progress of the pressure pulse.

The value of Poisson's ratio plays a key role in the elastic-wave region at short range, determining whether the pulse is highly oscillatory or pulse-like. The size of the inelastic region and the peak pressure at its boundary (both dependent on the medium) determine the amplitude for a given yield. The predominant period in the P wave depends on the size of the equivalent cavity, the compressional wave velocity, and Poisson's ratio.

As suggested by the quotation from Sharpe at the beginning of this section, a shot in weathered material produces a broader pulse than one in unweathered material, and a shot in hard rock produces a sharper pulse than one in softer material. This has been confirmed experimentally [68]. Field records illustrating the effect of the medium at short ranges are shown in Figure 27 [69]. The limestone records are characterized by much higher frequencies than the other media. At distances over 100 meters, the P wave is attenuated below the level of sensitivity of the instrumentation and the records are dominated by surface waves, which are of much greater amplitude in the soil than in rock.

Although every experimental study of explosion-generated seismic waves includes the effect of the medium, only a few have been devoted specifically to this problem. Lampson [30, p. 26] concludes that the type of soil is the most important single variable governing the transmission of the stress wave from an underground explosion. His work pertains only to soil, of which five different types were included. He defines a soil constant (with dimensions of an elastic modulus) which was found to vary from an average value of 800 for loess to 100,000 for saturated clay. The pressure at a given scaled range was found to depend linearly on this constant. This "constant" is variable over a rather wide range for a given soil, depending on the moisture content and the compaction. A reasonably good correlation of the soil constant and the compressional seismic-wave velocity was found. This is a bit unexpected, since the seismic wave velocity pertains to small strains and the soil constant the entire (nonlinear) stress-strain curve up to the peak stress.

A recent set of experiments, specifically designed to test the effect of the medium on coupling, was carried out for the two media which have received the greatest attention in this
FIGURE 27. RECORDS ILLUSTRATING THE EFFECT OF THE MEDIUM ON THE CLOSE-IN SEISMIC SIGNAL (After Kessler)
report: tuff and salt [35]. Charges of granular TNT of 100 to 1000 lb were tamped in holes at depths such that the ambient stress levels were similar. Only the relative strengths of the signals in the two media are investigated, with no attempt to get an absolute counting coefficient for either. The result, showing the frequency dependence of the medium effect, is presented in Figure 28. The authors (Adams and Swift) conclude that the ratio of signal strength in tuff to that in salt is 1.6 ± 0.4 for the frequency range of 30 to 60 cps. This corresponds to a ratio of energies of roughly 2.6 to 1.
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**FIGURE 28. MEDIUM COUPLING FOR TUFF TO SALT AS A FUNCTION OF FREQUENCY (After Adams and Swift)**

It should be noted that this result is at least partly explained by Nicholl's findings for the effect of the ratio of impedance of the explosive to that of the rock [28]. Nicholl's gives a value for the characteristic impedance of granular TNT of 16.7 lb-sec/in$^3$ and for salt of 35 lb-sec/in$^3$. From the density and compressional velocity for tuff at a depth of 1000 ft from Adams and Swift, the impedance of the tuff is 18.5 lb-sec/in$^3$. Thus, the impedance ratios are 0.48 for salt and 0.99 for tuff. Applying these values to the average curve in Figure 11 of Nicholl's paper, a ratio of energy coupled into the tuff to that in the salt is about 1.4, or a tuff-to-salt signal amplitude ratio of 1.2.

Though the result given by Adams and Swift is a true medium effect, it is valid only for the particular explosive. It even seems possible to reverse the result by using high-velocity
dynamite (impedance of 32.3 lb-sec/in$^3$), although Nicholls gives no discussion of behavior for impedance ratios greater than 1.0. It would seem that future experiments on the effect of the medium, using chemical charges, should employ several types of explosives.

Werth and Herbst [48] have studied amplitudes of seismic waves generated by nuclear explosions in tuff, salt, granite, and alluvium. They isolate the effect of the medium at the source by including in their analysis the effects of coupling out of the source region and of the crustal structure between the source and the recording site. The theory developed in Reference 1 is applied. All results are scaled to a yield of 5 kt by the $W^{1/3}$ relationship. The amplitudes, at distances of the order of 500 km relative to tuff, are: tuff, 1; alluvium, 0.25; granite, 1.11; and salt, 1.61. If realistic models of the crustal structure are included, the amplitude ratios for the first half-cycle of the head wave from the Mohorovicic discontinuity are: tuff, 1; alluvium, 0.18; granite, 2.26; and salt, 3.11. The result of Adams and Siff for the tuff-to-salt ratio is seen to be reversed.

Although the experimental work under discussion is primarily field work, worthwhile information on the wave-generating process can be gained from laboratory experiments. Such tests lend themselves especially well to work on the properties of the medium, since there is an obvious limit to the range of yields and effective source depths that is practical to investigate.

The basic principles of shock-wave propagation, as outlined in the discussion of the Rankine-Hugoniot equations, have been used directly by Hughes and McQueen [70] to measure rock densities at pressures from 150 to 750 kilobars. Although their objective was to obtain information of direct importance to geophysical studies of the earth's interior, it is obvious from the many comments on the lack of data pertaining to rock properties at high pressures that experiments of this type are highly important to the solution of the present problem.

Ito, Terada, and Sukurat [71] used similar techniques in their investigation of wave generation in sandstone and marble. Shock waves produced by blasting caps and 300-gram high-explosive charges were used to load the specimens. Stress was measured by shock-wave techniques, and strain was directly recorded by suitable gauges.

The stress wave showed a decrease in rise time with increasing peak pressure for marble, but not for sandstone. These conclusions are based on peak pressures from blasting caps of about 0.3 to 1.6 kilobars. Dynamic values of Young's modulus were determined to be two or three times greater than static values; dynamic strength is also greater than static strength. Evidence of plastic flow was found for the explosive charges, but not for the caps.
The internal structure of the marble specimen was altered much more than that of the sandstone for the same loading. This conclusion was reached by running static compression tests on the samples after the shock wave tests. Direct evidence of the low velocity of shock propagation in certain parts of the nonlinear region was found.

The peak pressure was found to decrease very rapidly with distance from the source, and differences in peak pressures for different kinds of explosive materials were evident only in a narrow range close to the source.

7.3. RELATION OF SIGNAL STRENGTH TO RANGE AND YIELD

Whether an investigator is interested in explosion-generated waves from the viewpoint of quarry blasting, seismic exploration, or detection, he obviously is concerned with the manner in which the various parameters associated with the stress wave vary with the yield and the distance from the source. Consequently, the published studies on this aspect of the problem are numerous, and a complete review of all the literature on this subject will not be undertaken.

The effects of the medium around the shot and the depth of the source enter into all of these studies. The results presented herein are empirical relations pertaining to the particular conditions of the test on which they are based, and extrapolation to other situations must be approached cautiously.

A large number of reports have been published covering individual projects connected with the explosion program of the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission. Most of these are in the form of project reports that are not widely accessible. However, papers reviewing large parts of this work have recently appeared in the regular scientific periodicals, and these will be used as the primary references.

The work of the U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey and several other individuals and organizations on the measurements of surface motion is summarized by Carder and Mickey [72]. Surface displacements and accelerations produced by yields of 180 lb to 19.2 kilotons (equiva-

lent) of TNT have been measured at distances from 0.1 to 900 km. These shots have been fired in salt, tuff, alluvium, limestone, quartzite, and basalt. It will be noted that these measurements are outside of the free-field region, and are influenced by geologic structure and the resulting reflections and refractions. The results are entirely concerned with maximum values of displacement and acceleration, without regard to the particular wave type or path with which the values are associated. In a sense, the results do not directly relate to the principal subject of this report, the initial P wave. These results are included, however, because they are certainly a measure of the effectiveness of the explosion as a seismic source.
Peak acceleration data for all shots fired in the Rainier Mesa at the Nevada Test Site are summarized in Figure 29. The ground acceleration prediction formula is

$$a = (2.4 \pm 1.0) \left( W^{0.75} / r^2 \right)$$ \hspace{1cm} (43)

where $a$ = peak acceleration in units of gravity

$W$ = yield in kilotons

$r$ = range in thousands of feet

The data on Figure 29 have been normalized to 1.0 kt by the $W^{0.75}$ law. The formula is intended to be used from outside the free field zone to 5 or 6 km.

**Figure 29. Acceleration vs. Distance Normalized to a 1-Kiloton Yield** (After Carder and Mickey)
A general scaling law for maximum earth displacement has gone through a number of revisions. The form offered by Carder and Mickey is

\[ A = C W^{0.75} r^{-n} \times 10^{-k f^{0.8}} \]

where
- \( A \) = maximum surface displacement (cm)
- \( C \) = a constant
- \( r \) = source-to-detector distance (ft)
- \( n, k \) are constants
- \( f \) = dominant frequency by visual examination (cps)

The values of the constants have been found to depend upon the distance range. With reference to the 300- to 9800-ft range in Figure 30, \( C \) is \( 10^{4/57} \), \( n \) is 2, and \( k \) is 1.75 \( \times 10^{-6} \); in the 9800-ft to 100-mi range, \( C \) is \( 10^{0.6} \), \( n \) is 1, and \( k \) is 1.83 \( \times 10^{-5} \). From 100 to 6000 mi, \( C \) is \( 10^{-2.82} \), \( n \) is 0.5, and \( k \) is 7.6 \( \times 10^{-7} \). These amplitudes are multiplied by about 3 for instruments mounted on alluvium.

The work conducted by several agencies on strong motion from underground nuclear shots is summarized in the report by Adams et al. [2]. Since these data were taken in the free-field zone, they pertain directly to the present report. The largest amplitude of acceleration or displacement in the direct wave is used in the studies of surface motion.

Subsurface peak radial acceleration was found to decrease as the cube or fourth power of the slant range. A tendency toward a second or first power dependence is indicated at larger ranges, but is masked by effects produced by local geology. Adams et al. point out that acceleration data, especially those collected at the surface, are greatly affected by the presence of bedding planes or other surfaces of discontinuity in the medium. They also point out that particle velocity may prove to be a better parameter than acceleration to use as a reference, because it is closer in waveform to the stress pulse.

Vertical, radial, and tangential components of surface acceleration were all found to follow the same formula with satisfactory precision:

\[ a = W^{0.7} / r^{-2.1} \times 10^{6.5} \]

where
- \( a \) = units of gravity
- \( W \) = kilotons
- \( r \) = slant range (ft)

This formula may be compared with that of the Coast and Geodetic Survey by expressing \( r \) in thousands of ft. The coefficient in Equation 43 becomes 1.6, near the lower limit of the Coast
FIGURE 30. PEAK PARTICLE DISPLACEMENT VS. DISTANCE
NORMALIZED TO A 10^6-LB YIELD BY THE W^-0.75 SCALING FUNCTION (After Carder and Mickey)
and Geodetic Survey result. Adams et al. show that this result is not consistent with free-field scaling based on $W^{1/3}$ scaling of length.

On the other hand, the displacement data are found to fit point-source scaling laws much more closely. Each of the three components was found to fit a relationship $A = kW^{n}r^{-p}$, with slightly different values for the constants. For the vertical component, $n$ was found to be 0.69 and $p$ to be 1.14. The corresponding values for the radial component were 0.94 and 1.68. If the exponent of $r$ is inserted into the scaling relationship for displacement, $A = kW^{(n-1)/3}r^{-n}$, the resulting exponent for $W$ is quite close to the observed value. The authors feel that this follows, in spite of the poor agreement for acceleration, from the fact that the displacement is associated with longer periods and is not so greatly affected by the presence of interfaces.

The exponent of the yield is close to that of the Coast and Geodetic Survey for the vertical and transverse component, and somewhat closer to unity for the radial component. It will be recalled that an exponent of $4/3$ or 1.0 was called for at the low-frequency part of the spectrum in the theoretical development, depending on the pulse shape. Peet predicts a value of 0.67 near the maximum of the spectrum. It may be seen from these results that the observed relations fall in the expected range, but that the experimental data are not precise enough to verify the theory. This is not surprising, in view of the nature of explosions and earth materials.

Willis and Wilson [73] have found that the maximum vertical displacement increases as the first power of the yield. This conclusion is based on observations of 13 quarry blasts, two large excavation blasts, and two underground nuclear explosions. It is well known that correlation of signal strengths from quarry blasts are highly variable [74], and depend on such factors as the spacing and burden of the shot and the location of the shot in a given quarry.

On scaling all their data to 1.7 kilotons (RAINIER yield) by means of this $W^{1.0}$ relation, these same authors have found empirical amplitude-yield relations (for $r$ between 1 and 200 km) as follows: $A = (0.65 + 0.15)r^{-3/2}$, where $A$ = maximum vertical amplitude (normalized to 1.7 kilotons) in cm, and $r$ = distance in km.

Between 100 and 1000 km,

$$A = (0.013 \pm 0.003) \exp\left[-(0.72 \pm 0.0003)r\right] r^{-1/2}$$

64% of the data fall within the envelopes of these equations; the data and empirical curve are shown in Figure 31.

Additional attempts at evolving amplitude-yield-distance equations are also to be found in Berg and Cook [50], Gaskell [75], Habberjam and Whetton [76], Ito [77], Lampson [30], Murphey [36], O'Heret and Duvall [78], O'Brien [7], and Thoenen and Windes [79]. Some of these are ap-
FIGURE 31. PEAK VERTICAL GROUND DISPLACEMENTS FOR EXPLOSIVE BLASTS
NORMALIZED TO THE RAINIER EVENT BY THE W1.0 SCALING FUNCTION (After
Willis and Willis)

There seems little value in recounting here in detail the specific formulas at which these
many investigators arrived, since an evaluation of their pertinence requires a full description
of the experimental procedures and conditions as well as the methods of analysis. Both O'Brien
and its present summaries of some of these studies in addition to their original data. Yield de-

applicable to specific media, e.g., Lampson's work on soils and Murphey's in salt. Others are
primarily concerned with quarry blasts, e.g., the pioneering work of Thoenen and Windes, and
the studies of Habberjam and Whetton.

Fundamental studies on stress-wave generation are described in a long series of papers
by investigators at the U. S. Bureau of Mines. In addition to the report of Obert and Duvall cited
above, work by Nicholls [28] and by Fogelson et al. [80] contain data on strain propagation in
rocks. References to earlier Bureau of Mines studies may be found in these papers.

Distances (km)

MAXIMUM VERTICAL GROUND DISPLACEMENT (cm)

- Nuclear 17(R), 5(L), & 19(B) Kilotons
- HE > 100 Tons
+ HE 2 to 30 Tons
△ HE ~1 Ton

\[ A = \frac{0.65 \pm 0.15}{R^{3/2}} \]

\[ A = (0.013 \cdot 0.041) \frac{(0.0072 \cdot 0.003) R}{R^{1/2}} \]

Distance (km)
dependencies ranging from the 0.4 power to the 1.1 power have been found. O'Brien finds that, for those studies in which \( \omega a/c \) (see Section 6.1) is known to be less than 1.0, the first power dependency seems to hold.

Although empirical relations of signal strength and range can be found, any study which ignores attenuation resulting from inelastic behavior of the medium is an oversimplification.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS: THE STATE OF THE ART

The study of explosion-generated seismic waves is still primarily an empirical science. In the absence of a complete theory of the processes that result in the radiated wave, progress in further understanding of the subject is dependent on well designed experiments. Unfortunately, the complex properties of earth materials and geologic structure in which full-scale tests must be carried out make the design of experiments difficult.

It has been seen that the analytic tools needed to develop the theory are known, and seem to be adequate. Numerical techniques exist for evaluating solutions that cannot readily be put into closed form. The greatest need is for additional experimental evidence concerning the nature of the processes involved, so that the theoretical development can be guided along realistic lines. This is particularly true for the terminal nonlinear region. Although both experimental and theoretical work in this zone are difficult, it is in this region that the answers to many of the outstanding questions lie.

Information is required on the dynamic behavior of earth materials (rocks and soils) over all ranges of stress from the vaporization pressure to the region of infinitesimal strains. These data must be collected for a wide variety of materials. The search for correlations between these dynamic properties and convenient laboratory tests should be carried on vigorously.

In the analysis of data relating amplitude to yield, the effect of the properties of the medium and the explosive material cannot be ignored. This is particularly true for chemical explosives. In addition, it is only recently that the influence of ambient stress level or, equivalently, the depth of burial in a particular test site, has been included in a quantitative manner.

Because the relation between amplitude and yield is diagnostic of processes at the source, detailed measurements should be made at every opportunity. The uncontrollable variability of parameters affecting amplitude will make the result of any single experiment of doubtful value for wide application. The results of many experiments may reveal the correct formula. It seems that problems of instrument placement and departures from homogeneity of the earth
between the source and the instrument may be as much a source of variability as the conditions at the source.

The dependence of the amplitude-yield relation on the part of the spectrum that has been observed on a particular seismogram must not be overlooked. Apparent scale effects in going from small to large yields may be explained in terms of the frequency at which the spectrum reaches its peak value and the passband of the surrounding earth.
Appendix

PRINCIPLES OF SCALING AS APPLIED TO UNDERGROUND EXPLOSIONS

Throughout this report, the use of the cube root of the yield \( W^{1/3} \) has been used to fix the scale of the explosion. A brief discussion of the principles underlying scaling procedures will be presented. Several authors have treated modeling and the theory of similitude thoroughly, but two in particular have devoted themselves specifically to the ground-shock problem: Lampson [30] and Parkin [81]. Parkin's paper contains an extensive bibliography.

Parkin's discussion is more comprehensive because he considers scaling from one medium to another as well as scaling from one set of dimensions to another in the same medium. He also includes scaling for visco-elastic and elastic-plastic substances, in addition to elastic media. Only the case in which a single medium is involved will be included here. From another viewpoint, it is assumed that in going from one explosion (treated as a model of all explosions in a given medium) to another, the velocity of elastic wave propagation does not depend on the scale of the experiment.

The scale factor is designated by \( S \), and relates lengths in two experiments by \( L_2 = SL_1 \). On the assumption that the velocity of propagation is independent of the scale, the time will scale in the same manner; i.e., \( T_2 = ST_1 \). The third dimension needed to describe the quantities involved in the analysis, mass, is treated by using density as a parameter characterizing the medium, and then \( M_2 = \rho S^3 L^3 \), or \( M_2 = S^3 M_1 \).

These fundamental dimensions can be introduced into a dimensional analysis of any of the quantities of interest in order to determine the scaling relations. For example, stress, with dimensions \( ML^{-1}T^{-2} \), scales to \( S^3 M S^{-1} L^{-1}L^{-2} L^{-2} = ML^{-1}T^{-2} \), so that at the scaled distance \( SL \), at time \( ST \), the same stress is predicted as was observed at \( L \) and \( T \) in the original system. A similar result follows for particle velocity. On the other hand, particle displacement \( u \) at a distance \( r \) would appear as a displacement \( Su \) at a distance \( Sr \) in the new system. It must be understood that this analysis tells nothing about how the quantities vary with distance; one does not find the value at a distance other than the scaled distance from such considerations.

The choice of the scale factor is arbitrary. In the case of an underground explosion, the scale of the experiment is certainly set by the yield. For a spherical charge of weight \( W \), of constant density, the radius of the explosive charge becomes a length representative of the scale. For this reason, a length numerically equal to the cube root of yield has been selected as the scale length. If charge weight is thought of as equivalent to energy, the cube root of the weight obviously does not have dimensions of length. Actually this is no problem as long as the origin and function of this number are understood. However, in order to remove this
In apparent inconsistency, Parkin [27, 81] has suggested dividing the explosive energy $W$ by a quantity having dimensions of stress. A quantity with dimensions of $L^3$ is obtained. He uses the value of Young's modulus as a characteristic quantity for an elastic medium with the dimensions of stress.

Table II is taken from Lampson [30] and summarizes the manner in which frequently occurring quantities scale. Parkin gives a more general table, valid for going from one medium to another as long as Poisson's ratio is the same in both.

### TABLE II. MODEL-LAW RELATIONS

The ratio of scales is $S$ which represents a multiplication of all linear dimensions of the experiment by this factor, where $S = (W_2/W_1)^{1/3}$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Dimensions</th>
<th>Scale Factor</th>
<th>Quantity in New System</th>
<th>Dimensions in New System</th>
<th>Quantity Comparable at a Constant Value of $r/S$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Length</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>SL</td>
<td>L/S</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>$\rho L^3$</td>
<td>$\rho S^3 L^3$</td>
<td>$S^3$</td>
<td>$S^3 M$</td>
<td>$M/S^3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>ST</td>
<td>T/S</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Force</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>$MLT^{-2}$</td>
<td>$S^2 L T^{-2}$</td>
<td>$S^2$</td>
<td>$S^2 F$</td>
<td>$F/S^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>$ML^2 T^{-2}$</td>
<td>$S^3 ML^3 T^{-2}$</td>
<td>$S^3$</td>
<td>$S^3 E$</td>
<td>$E/S^3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pressure</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>$ML^{-1} T^{-2}$</td>
<td>$ML^{-1} T^{-2}$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Velocity</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>LT$^{-1}$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>v</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impulse</td>
<td>I$'$</td>
<td>ML$^{-1} T^{-1}$</td>
<td>S$^3 MLT^{-1}$</td>
<td>$S^3$</td>
<td>$S^3 I$</td>
<td>$I/S^3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impulse per Unit Area</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>ML$^{-1} T^{-1}$</td>
<td>SML$^{-1} T^{-1}$</td>
<td>$S$</td>
<td>SI</td>
<td>$I/S$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Displacement</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>SL</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>D/S</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acceleration</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>LT$^{-2}$</td>
<td>$S^{-1} LT^{-2}$</td>
<td>$S^{-1}$</td>
<td>$S^{-1} a$</td>
<td>$Sa$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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The objective of the analysis is the determination of the stress waveforms at the inner boundary of elastic behavior. The peak amplitude and spectral content depend on the yield, the type of medium, and the ambient stress (depth of burial). The experimental determination of the shortest range at which elastic behavior begins is difficult in principle, because solutions valid at great distances are not applicable.

Experimental determinations of the amplitude-yield relationship must take into account (1) the combined effect of the shift of the spectral peak to lower frequencies as the yield increases and (2) the low-pass filtering properties of the earth. Empirical studies of the effect of the shot-point medium are influenced by the properties of the explosive material. The effect of source depth is difficult to isolate because in most test sites the medium changes with depth.
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Experimental determinations of the amplitude-yield relationship must take into account (1) the combined effect of the shift of the spectral peak to lower frequencies as the yield increases and (2) the low-pass filtering properties of the earth. Empirical studies of the effect of the shot-point medium are influenced by the properties of the explosive material. The effect of source depth is difficult to isolate because in most test sites the medium changes with depth.